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An
Independent
Student
Voice

THe BG news

Testimony hints
at nonexistent tope
WASHINGTON (AP) • The
testimony of a presidenii.il aide
yesterday raised a question of whether
P»rt of yet a third White House
Watergate tape may be missing or
nonexistent
The testimony followed notification
to US District Court Judge John J
Sirica that President Nixon's personal
secretary. Rose Mary Woods, will
testify at a hearing into a White House
claim that two crucial presidential
conversations on Watergate went
unrecorded
Sirica had summoned Woods to
appear
WHITE HOUSE aide John C
Bennett testified before Sirica that
Woods called him into her office
Tuesday to say she had discovered a
gap' in a tape recording made of
presidential conversations
Bennett, an aide to White House
chief of staff Alexander M Haig Jr .
said Woods did not describe the tape
she was listening to and he did not ask
Bennett also said she told him that
she was not transcribing Watergate
tapes and that his own testimony of
Tuesday-in which Bennett said he was
told that's what she was doing-was
wrong
Exactly which tapes Woods was
listening to when she discovertd the
gap presumably will have to await her
own testimony, now expected today
DOUGLAS PARKER, a White House
lawyer, said he expected Woods will be
allowed to appear as directed
Bennett previously had testified that
Woods now has in her possession 14
tapes, eight of them covering the
periods listed in subpoenas from the
special Watergate prosecution force
and six others delivered to her
Monday.
The White House said, meanwhile.
Nuton is expanding his legal staff to
deal with Watergate problems
perhaps more effectively than we
have before." Specifically, a spokesperson said. Florida lawyer Sam
Powers had been recruited for the
hearings before Sirica.
Noting that score.* of attorneys are
involved in various Watergate probes,
the spokesperson satd the White House

had to expand its staff because "you
can't deal with 100 lawyers with five."
THE SPOKESPERSON promised
again that Nixon will meet his
Watergate problems head-on in ways
that will be clear in the next month or
so
In another court development. Sirica
denied various motions by six of the
original Watergate defendants for new
trials or withdrawal of guilty pleas and
said he would sentence them at 10 a m
tomorrow
The six are E Howard Hunt. James
W JcCord Jr . Bernard L Barker.
Kugenio R Martinez. Virgilio R.
Gonzalez and Frank A Sturgis
Mct'ord. who was convicted at the
Watergate trial in January, had sought
a verdict of acquittal and a new trial
The others, who had been in prison
under provisional maximum sentences
for burglary, conspiracy and
wiretapping, had asked to withdraw
their guilty pleas
G Gordon Liddy. a seventh
Watergate defendant, was convicted
with McCord and sentenced to a prison
term of six years, eighl months to 20
years He has asked a federal appeals
court for a new trial
The seven men were tried in
connection with the June 17. 1972
break-in at Democratic national
headquarters

Nixon seeks power
to impose energy cuts

NsweafteSekyCarllaW
Stokeiy Cormkhoel

Carmichael chides Americanism
Black activist Stokely Carmichael
said last night increased numbers of
black students are enrolled at
universities today only because the
violence of the 1960s forced "some
concessions to be made."
Carmichael told a crowd of about 450
persons in Hanna Hall that
administrators have been misleading
about the reasons for increased black
enrollments

"They're telling you it's because
you're intelligent, brilliant and
hardworking
"I want to tell you why you're here,"
he said "You're here because you're
hi.n*k lli.il s the only reason "
Carmichael continued, "You are
here because of the blood of your
people The masses of our people were
in the streets tearing them up. Some
concessions had to be made

academic statement feedback

HE WOULD not comment on
whether the feedback has been
favorable or unfavorable
"People have had less than two
weeks to respond to the statement," he
said. "We (psychology faculty

WASHINGTON (AP) ■ President
Nixon asked Congress last night for
emergency powers by December to
combat the growing fuel shortage,
including lower speed limits, yeararound daylight saving time and
exemptions from anti-pollution laws
"We are heading toward the most
acute shortages of energy since World
War U," Nixon told the nation in a
broadcast address He cited the
MideaiLconllict as the cause
Nixon disclosed he is preparing
plans for gasoline rationing only as a
"contingency plan "
He said users of home-heating oil
will have to get by with 15 per cent less
fuel than they used last year.
Nixon asked for. among other things,
authority to reduce business operating
hours, curtail outdoor electrical
advertising and ornamental lighting
and impose energy conservation taxes
or fees
HE SAID HE is ordering all federal
vehicles to travel no more than 50
miles per hour Legislation would be
necessary to make that provision apply
to all drivers
Noting that the Arab shutoff of
oil shipments to the United States had
made the situation acute. Nixon said
petroleum supplies this winter could be
as much as 17 per cent short.
"The fuel crisis need not mean
genuine suffering for any American."

Activist addresses 450 persons

Psychology dept. still receiving
Feedback from administrators,
faculty and students on the academic
excellence statement prepared by 30
members of the psychology
department will not be released for at
least two weeks.
Dr. Harold Johnson, professor of
psychology aod chairman of the
psychology department, said yesterday
he still is reoeiviiig "a substantial
amount" of responses mostly from
faculty members

Thursday, Hmmkm •. i*73

members! want to study and review all
the responses thoroughly before
making a final report."
Dr Johnson said the six-page statement was circulated two weeks ago to
members of the University
community, including administrators,
faculty and members of the Student
Body Organization (SBOI
Bill Arnold. SBO president, said
yesterday he has not heard feedback on
the proposal from administrators,
faculty or students
Dr Johnson said persons may obtain
copies of the academic excellence
statement, or submit comments on the
statement to the psychology
department, 203 Psychology Bldg

"But we didn't receive copies until
they were requested by me." Dennis
Grady. SBO coordinator of state and
community affairs, said yesterday.
DR. JOHNSON SAID copies were
not sent to students because of the high
cost of distribution.
He said he doesn't think any
responses from students have been
received.
The statement, divided into eight
categories, represents the academic
values of the 30 persons who signed it.
The eight categories are academic
standards, evaluation of performance,
research, honors programs, minorities
and disadvantaged students,
relevance, innovation and epilogue

"YOU ARE THAT concession." he
said
Carmichael, who holds a diplomatic
passport from Guinea and United
States, Guinean and Ugandan citizenships, said black students must
understand "that in order to get here
your people had to die.

CITING THE influence of what he
called American imperialism in
Africa. Carmichael said. If you know
you are African, you know America is
your number one enemy and when
America is about to fall, you'll do your
very best to bring it down to the
ground.

"You have a responsibility to your
people," he said "You must do the
best you can and bring it back and put
it at the feet of the black people who
put you here "

"A revolutionary must destroy," he
said, "but it is not his only concern It
is not his major concern.

"If you are up here playing cards and
partying, you are betraying the blood
of your people," he said
Carmichael. former chairman of the
Student Non-Violent Coordinating
Committee, exhorted the students to
fight capitalism and defeat America.
CALLING THE American capitalist
system
"backwards, vicious,
antlhuman, degrading and stupid." he
said black people are not fighting to
enter it.
"We haven't been fighting to get into
the system, we've been fighting to tear
the system down, ' he said.
Carmichael said he advocates the
formation of an international All
African People's Party to liberate the
African masses throughout the world.
"We are Africans living in
America," he said. "Africa is ours."

"A revolutionary has to be about
creating 1 am against America-its
racism and imperialism But we must
be for and not just against
"Revolutionaries must be able to let
the masses of people know there is
nothing they cannot do," he said
AFTER THE speech sponsored by
the Black Student Union, Carmichael
suggested ways of promoting African
solidarity on the campus. He said the
various black factions should organize
a cadre to further the cause of
solidarity
At the beginning of his address in the
250-person capacity lecture hall, it was
suggested that Carmichael and the
audience move to a larger facility.
Carmichael declined, but said.
"Perhaps the University will begin to
understand the necessity to plan things
properly."

he said. "But it will require some
sacrifice by all Americans "
Nixon said some school and factory;
schedules may be realigned and some'
jet flights canceled His proposals
would expand the government's
powers to adjust the schedules of
planes, ships and other carriers
In addition to seeking new
legislation. Nixon said he was asking
everyone "to lower the thermostat in
his home by at least six degrees so that
we can achieve a national daytime
average of 88 degrees "
AMONG HIS proposals is one that is
sure to arouse controversy on Capitol
Hill. He asked for power to explore,
develop and produce from the naval oil
reserves at Elk Hills. Calif Some
powerful congressmen are against use
of the reserves.
Nixon said that stronger actions may
be required if the fuel shortages persist
despite his actions
Nixon's top energy advisor. John A.
Love, told reporters that mandatory
allocation of propane and healing oil at
the wholesale level will be extended to
all petroleum products, including
gasoline
Ih calling for a reduction in home
heating temperatures, Nixon added:
incidentally, my doctor tells me
that in a temperature of 66-68 degrees,
you're really more healthy than when
it's 75-78 degrees, if that's any
comfort."
To meet the energy shortage, Nixon
announced these steps
-"I am directing that industries and
utilities which use coal-our most
abundant resource-be'prevented from
converting to oil in the immediate
future " Love said this regulation will
be forthcoming in about 10 days
--EFFORTS WILL also be made to
convert power plants from the use of
oil to the use of coal." Love said some
pressure could be brought through the
allocation program until authorizing
legislation is passed.
-"We are allocating reduced
quantities of fuel for aircraft. This will
lead to a cutback of more than 10 per
cent in the number of flights and some
rescheduling in arrival and departure
times.
--"There will be reductions of
approximately IS per cent in the supply
of heating oil for homes, offices and
other establishments To be sure that
there is enough oil to go around for the
entire winter, it will be essential for all
of us to live and work in lower
temperatures "
--"In offices, factories and commercial establishments, we must ask
that you achieve the equivalent of a 10degree reduction by either lowering
the thermostat or curtailing working
hours "

Weather
Mostly cloady today with a
chance of rain. Becoming windy
aad colder this afteraooa. High
today in the low to mid 4»i
Partly cloady, windy aid colder
toalght. Low in the low to mid
28s. Mostly tunay aad cold
tomorrow. High la Ike 3M. '
Probability of precipitation M
per cent today aad 20 per ceat
toalght.

Closed circuit programs get
one-week trial on campus TVs
Residence hall lounges, classrooms
and the Commuter Center will offer
something new next week-closed-circuit television programs featuring
comedy and concerts.
The programs, sponsored by the
Student Activities Office in conjunction
with WBGU-TV. will be shown on
channel 7 starting Monday on all televisions connected to the University
closed-circuit cable, Greg DeCrane,
director of Student Activities, said
yesterday.
The programs will be shown for a
one-week trial period in order to judge
student reaction, he said
The shows shown will be "The
Chicken Little Comedy Show," a
blackout comedy based on "Laugh-In."
and "Rock On," a concert show
featuring acts such as Santana. Blood,
Sweat and Tears, Loggins and
Messina, Dr. Hook and Mahavishnu

Sooner TV extra

Students watching tslevkjiem connected to the University d—ed circuit cabk
wM soon be oefofod atternatrve programs featuring remedy and concerts,
starting next week. A ana weak trial period and students ranpama wH
determine whether er not Hie piagram wBJ be tonllnuad winter I

THE SHOWS are features of the
Video Tape Network (VTN), which has
agreed to run them on a trial period
free of charge, DeCrane said.
Students will be able to express their
views on the programming by
returning evaluation forms available in
residence hall lounges and the
Commuter Center.

Student response will determine
whether or not the program is offered
winter quarter, DeCrane said

ALSO INCLUDED would be printed
campus information flashed on the
screen between shows.

NEXT WEEK'S shows will be
offered as follows:
Monday-1 p.m.
"Rock On." 130 p.m. "Chicken
Little"; 7 p.m. "Rock On." 7:30 p.m.
"Chicken Little";
Tuesday- :i p.m. "Rock On," 3:30
p.m. "Chicken Little"; 7 p.m. "Rock
On, "7:30p m "Chicken Little ,
Wednesday-12 noon "Rock On," 4:30
p.m. "Chicken Little"; 7 p.m "Rock
On,"7:30p m " Chicken Little ";
Thursday-11 a.m. "Rock On," 11:30
a.m. "Chicken Little"; 7 p.m. "Rock
On."7:30p.m "ChickenLittle ";
Friday-5p.m. "Rock On," 5:30pm.
Chicken Little"; 7 p.m "Rock On,"
7:30p.m. "ChickenLittle."

"It would be sort of a visual Fact
Line," DeCrane said "Probably
everyone would agree that the ways of
finding out what's going on around here
aren't the best"
DeCrane said he wants to establish a
committee of 15-20 students to "try to
get this thing going" next quarter.
DeCrane said more programming
possibilities exist if the system is
offered again in the winter.

DeCrane said the same set of
programs will be repeated each day.
and that on Thursday and Friday voice
announcements on upcoming campus
events will be made.
He said if the programs are
continued winter quarter, studentproduced local shows will be included
in the schedule, as well as VTN
features and other special programming.

He said VTN can supply films of
The Prisoner." a widely acclaimed
television series, classic movies such
as "The Hunchback of Notre Dame"
and NBC documentaries.
He added that he has hopes of programming being continued if students
voice their interest
"I think it's a fantastic idea if it it'll
go," DeCrane said. "If we can get it to
a point where a student will rely on it
to get information it'll be great."
DeCrane said the program will be
funded through the Student Activities
Office, with WBGU-TV providing the
facilities, equipment and personnel to
man the system.

'
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academic statement
Administrators, faculty and students must respond now to the
academic excellence statement circulated by 30 members of the
psychology department.
The statement, divided into eight categories, represents the academic
values of the persons who signed it
' The categories are academic standards, evaluation of performance,
research, honors program, minorities
relevance, innovation and epilogue.

and

disadvantaged students,

All the opinions in the statement warrant attention. Many call for
debate, particularly the epilogue, where the faculty members say they
reject the position that the University is primarily a job-training center,
or an institution devoted to helping students ' 'grow up."
The statement says:
institution

unique

in

"We assert that
its

devotion

to

it

(the University)

excellence

in

the

is an

creation,

examination and dissemination of knowledge.
It's obvious the majority of students at the University, particularly
undergraduates who are not planning on graduate school, are here to
obtain knowledge so they will be prepared for job placement
The University-in many cases-can legitimately be called a job
training center, in that through knowledge, it prepares students for jobs.
i Dr. Harold Johnson, professor of psychology and chairman of the
psychology

department,

said

administrators

and

faculty

members

Received the statement, but students did not.
• He said the cost of distributing the statement to all students would be
too high.
However, the statement was addressed to the University Community,
pf which students make up a vital part
'■

If you are a student, and have not read the statement, copies can be

obtained at the psychology department, 203 Psychology Bldg.
J Dr. Johnson said Tuesday he has received little, if any, response from

Undents.
■

This is your chance to let others know how you feel about the quality of

fur education.

pat buchanan vs. press
NEW YORK, NY-When White
House propagandist Patrick Buchanan
savages the news media and then says
he is speaking as a private citizen, the
laughter of the press corps tends to be
ribald
From all we have seen of Mr
Buchanan in these five slippery years.
he is programmed to express nothing.
. nothing save the views of the President

he serves.
Whether he is insulting courtly old
Sam Ervin at a Senate hearing or
kicking a dog on his way home tan act I
have not witnessed but can easily
envisage). Mr Buchanan is resolutely
Nixonian It's possible that he was born
that way
IN AN interview with two CBS
newsmen, the loyal servant who
polishes the President's invective said
he
considered
the
broadcasting
networks too powerful for the good of
the country He was ready to espouse,
this obscure private citizen added,
antitrust legislation to destroy the
networks' "dominance.''
Tough, smug, with bright eyes which
a girl reporter (no Flag in her lapel I
once described as "piggy,'' Buchanan
takes a lofty attitude toward any news
coverage lacking in what might be
called proper reverence
Instead of giving thanks for the
fairness and restraint of most TV
reporting, he assumes a ministerial air
as he tells how a heavily burdened
President is beset by a press bent on
subverting God's truth and asking
snide questions on television

In 1970, a White House memo from
Larry Higby
(assistant to H.R.
IIaldeman I put forth a scheme to get
('net Huntley of NBC taken off the air
The plot was straight out of the dirty
tricks drawer The White House would
persuade "independent station owners
to write to NBC saying they should
remove Huntley now."
these people who have spent these
years attacking us and questioning our
motives should at the same time be
trying so harfl to distort the product we
put on the air "
Among the incidents Bill Small cited
was an October. 1971. memorandum
from Mr. Buchanan and his aide, Ken
Khachigian. suggesting that we have
to develop several covert outlets
within the press who will ask the hard
questions..."
Questions, that is. hostile to the
press and friendly to the White House.
Such questions, the memo added,
should be planted with newsmen on
Meet the Press and other panel shows
A JUNE. 1972. document called "The
Assault Book," written by Buchanan
and his aide, said that Sander Vanocur
i then with public television i "may
have to be fired or discredited "

Another memo to Mr Haldeman,
drafted by our champion of fair play,
Pat Buchanan, suggests that Letters to
the Editor be written inside the White
House and sent to leading publications
They would be signed by obliging
Republicans in their capacity as
Outraged Citizens
A SAMPLE letter reads.
"Last
Thursday night the President handled
that pack of wolves gathered at the
White House with a great deal more
gentility and generosity than their
conduct deserved
When will you
people realize that he was elected
President and he is entitled to the
respect of that office no matter what
you people think of him''
Bill Small also read the news
directors a letter Buchanan wrote to
former Atty
Gen
John Mitchell

suggesting subtle-and not so subtleways to intimidate the networks by
threatening punishment by legislation
All these communications,
Mr
Small pointed out, "give us some
insight into how these people who have
complained about bias and prejudice in
the press...planned to use the press."
IF PAT Buchanan grows fretful
when he reads the comments of the
American
press,
he
must have
apoplexy when he studies the European
papers
The London Observer and London
Times
recently
carried
searing
cartoons showing the President in a
truly terrifying light
Gerald Scarle gave us a grotesque,
misshapen President, holding an Hbomb in his hand, saying. "If I go, I'll
take you all with me'" Trog's drawing
has a menacing Nixon stepping out of
the shadows with a globe of the world
in one hand, a match in the other The
caption reads. "If any one of you takes
just one step nearer."
NOW THERE'S editorial comment
that really says something.
Mr
Buchanan'

Copyright 1173, Lot Aageles Times

If you are a faculty member, you too. have a large stake in keeping the
present system of education, or suggesting alternatives
' If you are an administrator, your opinions may carry the most weight.
It

seems

unusual,

and

perhaps

unfortunate,

that

the

psychology

department has received little feedback from administrators.
! If alternatives to the present education system at the University are to
"be made, it is only logical that responses must be received from those
persons the changes will affect most

chrlst-the answer
By David Thomai
Gaesl Columnist
;J One need only look wound to become
■ acutcl) aware of our stricken age. I am
convinced that there has never been a
generation as deeply in trouble as that
;bf our generation
•I We no longer live in the "Ere of
I;oo.1
Feeling "
Peace
and
iontentmenl no longer flourish The
agony of war has touched every nation
;* Events are now catapulting us to the
precipice of nuclear warfare We live
on the edge of time and at the door of
. •ternitv
WE ARE corrupted by drugs, dope
has dug its dirty destructive fingers
into the depths of our promising youth
they are searching and seeking,
longing
and
craving-bul
their
adventure into that unreal world ol
drugs has left them as empty shells
behind
Divorce rates have hit a new high,
creating chaotic family structures for
many

•
-

'.
:
'.
'.
'.
'.
!
:

JUVENILE
delinquency,
prottl
tution.
homosexuality,
sexual
immorality, murder, rebellions and
violence, black and white rebels
cursing God, spitting on the flag.
defiance of all order of authority.
Governmental officials committing all
kinds of moral corruption, from the
President on down to the least in
government, great disrespect lor the
church. all of these are a part ol (he
tidal wave of crime which has swept
through our borders from the Pacific
to the Mi.mu,
Air pollution, water pollution, and
noise pollution have made our veryexistence precarious Mental illness is
debilitating the minds of more than a
few persons

POLKS ARE strung out. hung out
and .ire being wiped out by alcohol.
Everyone is in the power strugglewhite power, black power, political
power, gay power, women power and
Mower power
Inflation,
segregation,
discrimination these
are
big
words
liilegrty this
is
a
small
word
Integration a dirty word l.o\e a lost
word
The complexities ol our age have
given
us
proximities,
but
not
communities
It
has
given
us
conformity, rather than unity There is
a restlessness, an emptied vacuum.
IS THERE really a solution to these
many problems? The geniuses ol
human technology h.ive been unable to
provide adequate answers
Where
then shall we find a solution"
It is my til in belie! that Christ still
holds the answer to any and every
problem He has proven himself to be
the master ot every situation Christ
knows no racial or national boundaries.
The Christian who is unwilling to
administer to every creature does not
understand
his
ministry
to any
creature The Christ for the crisis is
for all people, or to no person
CHRIST IS lor all of the world, or He
is not good lor any part of the world I
have
discovered
the poverty of
educational
systems,
cultural
programs, CIVIC efforts and legislative
measures
Christ
is greater than Plato's
Republic,
stronger
than
Moore's
I'topia. more efficient than Marxism
or
Socialism,
and will
outlast
Jefferson's Democracy. That is why I
believe as a young man that Christ is
still for the crises

SOMEHOW, we churls have stained
the purity of what Mr Buchanan
regards as objective" reporting He
wants the facts, ma'am, just the facts
i Or so he says.)
Now. given his ideal of a press
unblemished by bias you might expect
Mr Buchanan to be ever valiant for the
truth in his dealings with us Ha' It's
those blokes with the Flags in their
lapels you have to watch Every time
So let us soil our hands for a moment
and examine the record
It was William .1 Small, manager ol
the CBS news bureau in Washington,
who released a dossier on Pat
Buchanan the other day He is as tough
in his way as Buchanan, and a great
deal shrewder
ADDRESSING a convention of the
radio television news directors Mr
Small said ol Administration propa
gandisls. "It is disturbing to find that

NOW, ON WITH THE INVESTIGATION

< ,

•

statement reflects fear
By Linda S. Howard
Gaest Columnist
1 am writing this letter in response to
your "Statement on Academic Ex
ccllence" because 1 care about you and
our department
This statement on academic
excellence reflects a (ear of change
and a need to control on the part ol the
author Yes. many students are no
longer willing to accept facts as
knowledge
INSTEAD, they are looking lor an
integration of experience, perception,
awareness and
facts
i some! lines
labeled relevance I that makes up a
gestalt. a feeling of wholeness
I see this change as positive, a step
forward In this, is a wanting to use
their knowledge responsibly to the
well-being of mankind Contrary to the
G E. Motto, "Progress is our most
important product "
INTELLECTUAL excellence
is
obtained by going "beyond training.

beyond
technical
skill,
beyond
tolerance."
and
certainly beyond
grades
tirades
arc plateaus
of
achievement which are acceptable as
end points in themselves
tirades promote the complacency
and mediocrity ol students, the very
thing you want to prevent by the use ol
grades
Several times in your statement you
say the
faculty must demand the
pursuit of knowledge with increasingly
higher standards ot excellence
THE ONLY thing faculty can. in
reality, demand is the memorization of
facts which is surely not knowledge
Ideally, don't you think it much more
appropriate to inspire the pursuit of
knowledge''
Your comments on research reflect
the old cliche of "publish or perish" It
is incomprehensible to me why the
university tor is it the departments"!
forces professors Interested mainly in
teaching to do research and professors
mainly interested in research to teach

HOW MANY students have suffered
through professors who saw their
leaching as the price they had to pay to
carry on their beloved research'' To
rate research so highly on the priority
list is unfair and unjust if not
ridiculous
1 see plenty of opinion that "there is
a high positive relationship between
interest in leaching and research" but
no empirical data to back it up
Could that possibly be because the
positive relationship simply does not
exist'' Is it also possible that this entire
paper was written by a professor in
experimental psychology'
I SEE the Experimental Studies
Program as an answer to the need you
(eel
for
a
"legitimate
Honors
Program " Your objection here I
suppose is that "less academically
gi(ted" students are permitted to
participate.
What kind of free flow of ideas is
this' Shall exciting opportunities for
intellectual excellence and growth be
limited only to students with
high
grades'"

If the University does not want to be
used as a job-training center perhaps
the professors in their various areas
i are you listening Psychology' > should
work to remove the requirement of a
degree as a prerequisite to being
allowed into the profession
AGAIN WHERE is the empirical
evidence that a degree makes a person
more qualified''
Perhaps you don't want to be
positively involved in the growth of
students tor as you put H helping the
students to grow up> but please don't
hinder us by making all our decisions
for us on academic standards and then
handing us the responsibility for them
Personally. I think the University
could do far worse than regard itself as
a place to facilitate the growth,
personal and intellectual, of students
How exciting is the prospect ol aiding
in the shaping and fashioning of a
student's life''
I
REGARD
this
positive,
constructive growth as perhaps the
most
important
potential of
a
university Thank you for listening

Leirers
students in spain feel forgotten
Due to the fact that we are an ocean
and then some away from our
"beloved" university, and that we
don't have a subscription to our
favorite newspaper iBG News of
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course'I. we must rely on our
"faithful " friends at BGSU to give us
the current details of campus life.
Some of us have been (ortunate
enough to have one or two devout
(nends who have given up some of
their precious social time at BG to
write to us
HOWEVER, there are some of us.
who have been deprived of the pleasure
of receiving a letter from Bowling
Green. Ohio Even though we are an
extension of Bowling Green State
University, here in Madrid, we feel
forgotten and outcasted due to a lack of
communication
with
our
fellow
students and scholars.
It's not important that we're living in
Europe, or traveling every weekend to
visit the historical wonders of the
world, we can suffer through undelivered pizzas, 99 per cent alcohol
drinks and maid service but we just
can't cope with empty mail boxes.
WE WISH to also inform some of our
"friends" that we did not die in
crossing the Atlantic. Our 747 did
arrive safely. So now that we have
assured you that our health is fine.

(despite the nightly snillles into the
pillow I and that you are now aware of
our address, there is no excuse for
further neglect.
Hopefully, we have not of (ended
those o( you who have been true to us,
and have invested 21 cents in our
behalf
For those of you whose budgets are a
bit tight this quarter, there is a great
invention called an aerogramme (or
the minimum (ee of IS cents.
WE HAVE six weeks remaining in
this quarter and we do hope to hear
from ANYONE!!1 All letters will be
answered.
Love and Kisses.
Marie Shaffer
Missy Rohr
Debbie Coccia
Beth Downey
Mara Burkley
Candy Whytlaw
Tracy Platt
Nancy Welsh
P.S. Mary Sweezy was not allowed to
sign this due to the fact that she
received six letters today.
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Drafting error ruins attempt
to pass Alaskan pipeline bill
WASHINGTON (API ■ A
bold push for passage of a
bill authorizing immediate
construction of the Alaska
pipeline failed yesterday
because of a drafting error
The measure was sent
back to
House-Senate
conferees to rewrite the

Grope boycott

Facelift
needed?

Stud«nt» from an advanced dnign cloti mpgaifd ImprtvarrMnrs far th* dry
of Bawling Gr««n. Indudad in thair proposal want idans far renovation of
•ocond and third flaart of downtown buildings far affkas. Thoy oka indkaiad
that the building frontt should bo mod* mera arrrocttva to tha aya, perhaps
making downtown a nfcor pioca te shop.

An
organizational
meeting for
persons
interested in working on
the grape boycott in
Bowling Green will be
held tonight at 8 p m in
303 Moseley Hall
The meeting is aimed
especially at enlisting
people to help picket a
local
supermarket
Friday from 5-7 p.m.
The meeting and boycott are sponsored by
La I'nion de Kstudiantes Latinos I Latin
Student Union i and the
I'mted Farm Workers
I'nion

controversial section of the
bill
Both the House and Senate
were expected to approve
the
measure
quickly
yesterday, sending the bill
to the White House for
President Nixon's signature
The push for passage
came as the fuel crisis in the
l imed States became more
critical following the Arabs'
decision
to curtail
oil
exports
AFTER A brief meeting,
the conferees said they
would seek a waiver of a
House rule requiring
a

A group of. advanced
design students at the I'm
versity were cat.il>sis for
im |i r m o nwnt being
planned
for
downtown
Bowling Green, according to
Hottes A Deliays. associate
professor of art.;
The students last year
were given the! assignment
of investigating and cleaning
up visual pollution in the
city
We just tried togive the
city ideas,
said Carl D.
Hall, associate professor of
art "We didn't tell them
what to do We tried to show
them a better way
Class members examined
the central business district
and tore everything apart
with a fine toothed comb,"
he said
"WE FOl'ND (hat the
downtown area was oriented
towards a main street concept," Hall said
There
also was inadequate parking
and a mixing of cars and

The
students offered
several improvements They
proposed painting and improving store backs thus
inviting people to use rear
entrances. Hall said
This would encourage people to park behind the
stores,
eliminating
offstreet parking and traffic
congestion, he said
The students also encouraged the renovation of
second and third floors of
downtown
buildings for
offices This would motivate
doctors and lawyers or other
professionals to practice in
the city and not in the
suburbs, Hall said
THE PROJECTS were
shown
to
the
Promote
bowling Green Committee,
the Chamber of Commerce
and individual merchants,
he said Some interest was
shown because of the threat
from area shopping malls,
according to Hall
Big businesses generally
look for small, deteriorating

towns, said Hall "The surrounding areas are good
places for shopping malls "
With this in mind. Hall
warned
that
something
better be done or Bowling
Green is going to dry up
Bowling Green is feeling
the effect of the Toledo
malls and surrounding shopping centers, according to
Jerry Lahey. chairman of
the Promote Bowling Green
Committee
"Thirty-five
cents
of
every retail dollar is spent
outside the city." he said.
But changes are coming to
the downtown district
City administrators agree
with the need to improve
Bowling Green's downtown.
"WE HAVE made a public
commitment that favors the
retention
of
downtown
Bowling
Green."
said
Howard Rutter Jr.. the
city's fire chief and assistant safely director
There are plans for constructing new sidewalks,
curbs, benches and planting

trees and shrubbery in the
business
district.
Rutter
said, and studies are being
made on ways to improve
parking facilities and traffic
patterns.
City officials have looked
into the possibilities of
underground wiring lor the
downtown district. Rutter
said, as well as exploring
other means of improving
the city by sending representatives to other communities to bring back ideas
useful to Bowling Green
"Our main goal was to
throw out some ideas," said
Hall
We hoped to get
something started, but we
didn't want lo overstep our
boundaries and
interfere
with area architects Most
"I ".ill we didn t want to dictate." concluded the University instructor
HALL SAID that the mock
planning concept gave students a
chance
to
be
involved in a real problem
situation
"Sometimes it's
hard to fully see problems

REP. DON YOUNG («
Alaska),
said
pipeline
supporters decided to ask
for the renewed conference
to change the section after
being
advised
Broyhill s
point of order would *>■
sustained
The bill would authorize
immediate construction of a
789-mile pipeline from die
Prudhoe Bay oil fields dn
Alaska's North Slope to the
port
of Valdez on
its
southern coast

Ziegler said the White House had to
expand its staff because "you can't deal
with 100 lawyers with 5 staff members "

Transit systems
CLEVELAND (API
Major Ohio
public transit systems have urged Gov.
John Gilligan to declare a state of
emergency and push oil companies to
provide them adequate fuel
The Ohio Public Transit Association
(OITAi. which represents the major
systems in the state, told the governor
(he new federal fuel curbs would leave
Ohio transit systems short of diesel fuel
by about five million gallons annually
A spokesman lor the OITA said
transit officials also are asking the
Public Utilities Commission of Ohio to
release state fuel reserves set up under
the new federal guidelines

Class spurs improvements
pedestrians "

proceedings, instead of just
civil actions

newsnotes

To moke downtown attractive

By Fran Drag
Makeup Editor

three-day wait before action
of a conference committee
can be voted upon on the
floor
Rejection of the request
would delay action on the
pipeline bill until next week
The last minute hitch
developed out of a provision,
opposed
by
the
Nixon
administration, which would
broaden the enforcement
powers of the Federal Trade
Commission
Rep Joel T Broyhill K
Va'. indicated he would
raise a point of order that
the
bill
expanded
FTC
powers
into
criminal

presented in textbooks," he
said
Hall visualizes a project
such as
this with farreaching effects
"Students were involved
with a growth situation." he
said They can take this
experience and apply what
they
have learned
in
improving any other community. Hall said
A project of this scope
could involve a cross-fertilization of one area of the University to another. Hall
speculated Faculty members and students from
different
departments
possibly could have combined efforts through some
sort of experimental studies
program.

Expanding staff

Motions denied
WASHINGTON ,APl Federal Judge
John J Sirica yesterday denied various
motions by six of the original Watergate
defendants for new trials or withdrawal
of guilty pleas and set tomorrow
morning for their sentencing
The six are James W MeCord Jr . E
Howard Hunt. Bernard I.
Barker.
Eugemo Martinez. Virgilio Gonzalez and
Frank A Sturgis
All but MeCord had pleaded guilty at
the Watergate trial in January and had
been
in prison under provisional
maximum sentences for burglary, conspiracy and wiretapping

KSU bus service

WASHINGTON (API
The While
House said yesterday President Nixon is
expanding ins legal stall to deal with
Watergate problems "perhaps more
effectively than we have before
I'ress Secretary Ronald I, Ziegler
said a Florida lawyer. Sam Powers, was
the first recruit for the augmented
Watergate legal team.
Pointing lo the number of attorneys
involved in various investigations of the
",'atergate scandal and related matters,

KENT (API - Joe Fiala. director of
the Kent State University campus bus
service, said Tuesday service will have
to be cut back 25 lo 35 per cent because
of a 25 per cent cut in supplies from the
Standard Oil Co.
Fiala said the Sohio cutback puts the
level of supplies below 1972 levels and
said legal action may be taken to force
the company to meet federal allocation
levels
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THE FALCON
PIZZA
9" 12" • 15"
(OUR SPECIAL TY)

■ W 'admission

ALSO
CHEF SALADS - SUBS - MEATBALL

fri-Sat h/<H0

HAM OR HAM & CHEESE
SANDWICHES
THICK SHAKES

fM-IIM

FREE DELIVERY AFTER 4 P.M.

*Woocfyahnema.i*

(SI 50 MINIMUM ON DELIVERIES!

carrtdTtetn room • WfMN U.A.O.

PH. 352-1215- 516 E. WOOSTER

Bee Gee Book Store
STOWS T&DAV

Save $3 Save $4 Save $5
TOP ARTISTS! MAJOR LABELS!
Melanie

Chicago

Who

Sly

Canned Heat

B.S&T

Santana

Janis Joplin
Many, Many More

Plus A Huge Selection of Classics
Bee Gee Book Store
1424 E. Wooster
Across From Harshman

James Brown
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'It was over before I knew it'
ByPraaDrag
MakrapMur
I went to the Grand Ballroom yesterday to give
Mood to toe I'mversily Red
Croaa Bloodmobile. but I
alio had a hidden motive-I
wanted to write a story
about the experience
I arrived at the bloodmobile at 3 p.m. and was
registered. I was then sent
over to have the iron content
of my blood tested
Ms W. B Kidd. R.N. and
Red Cross volunteer, said
they used the advanced
modified copper sulfate
technique. To me they took a
blood sample from my ear
and put It in a blue solution
to see if it would sink

would accept my blood.
After my arm was
scrubbed, the only thing I
felt was a light stabbing
sensation. The whole thing
was over before I knew it.
My recovery was a little
slow. I felt light-headed and
hot. but the nurses and their
aides came to my rescue
with a cold towel and

cookie*, sandwiches, milk
and punch.
Linda Mercer, freshman
(Ed), expressed my afterthoughts on being a blood
donor when she said. "I'd
like to know who gets my
blood '
But I guess I'll just never
find out

Newsphotos by
Joseph W. Darwal

SINCE IT did, I was sent
to have my temperature and
pulse taken. I figured I
passed with flying colors
because I was hastened on to
the blood pressure and
medical history test
My
blood
pressure
checked out and I found out
that I was basically a
healthy kid The Red Cross

EARLY BIRD CHEF
BREAKFAST COOK (fulltime)
WAITRESSES {Housewives, etc)
EARLY BIRD SHIFT (6 a.m. • 2 p.m.)
FULL TIME

DISHWASHER • COOK TRAINEE
(NIGHT SHIFT-Part Time)
Top Pay & benefits in B.G. Need
experienced or with a sincere desire to
learn, (and dependable people). Paid vacations, uniforms, meals, paid insurance.
People who are motivated to advance in
food service will be shown preference. Equal
opportunity employer. Apply in person at

Monty's has the Uni-Perm
which guarantees soft, gentle waves
without Frizzies and Fuzzies.
Call Monty for your next beauty appointment!

MONTY'S BEAUTY SALON
352-2611

131 W. Wooster
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Fall quai ter ex<amino tions
Time of
Examination

Monday
December 10

Tueaday
December 11

Wednesday
December 12

Thursday
December 13

7 45 am to
9 45 am

10 MTWRF
10MTWR
10MWF
10-12 MW
10-12 WF
10W

11 MTWRF
11MTWR
11MWF
10-12 MR
11 W

1MTWRF
• MTRF
8MTWR
8MWF
8MTR
•-10M-.10-UW

9MTWRF
SMTRF
8MTWR
8MWF
9-11 MW
H1WF
8-10 WF
8-10 MW

10 MTRF
10TWRF
10-12 TR
10 TR
10 TF

11MTH
11TWRF
11TR
11 R
11 MTRF
10-12 TF

12 MTWRF
12 MTRF
12MTWR
12TWRF
12MWF
12MTR
12 TR

9TWRF
9-1! TR
9-11 TF
9MTR
8-10 TR

3 MTWRF
3MTW.2F
3MTWR
3MWF
3-5 MW
3-5 MR
2-4 MW

4MTWRF
4TWRF
4TR
4 MTW. 3 F

1MTWRF
1MTW. 12 F
1MTWR
1MWF
1-3 MW
1-3 MR
1MTR

2MTWRF
:MTWR
2MWF

3TWRF
3-5 TR
2-4 TR
3-5 T, 1-3 R

8TWRF
8TR
8-10MK

6-10 pmT
MpmT
Educ352
SpcblOJ

6-lOpmMTWR
6 10pm W
Fren 101.102. 201
Span 101.102, 201

10:15 am lo
12 15 pm

1:00pm to
3:00 pm

3 30 pm to
5 30 pm

7:00 pm to
9 00 pm

3-5 WF

tins
2 MTW. 1 F
2TWRF

1TWRF
1-3 TR
1TR
1-3 TF
6-10pmR

6-10pmM
MptnMW
g AC 180
CompScilOl

Israeli command reports renewal
of Egyptian warfare preparation
By The Associated Press
Israel claimed yesterday
that Egypt is preparing to
renew warfare while Secretary of State Henry A
Kissinger was commenting
after a round of talks in
Cairo that "we art moving
toward
peace " Syria
reported a clash, on the
Golan Heights, t
Kissinger made his comment following a three-hour

meeting with President
Anwar Sadat of Egypt.
A spokesperson for the Israeli military command in
Tel Aviv said Egyptian
troops were stepping up
preparations for open
warfare.
He refused to elaborate on
the preparations, but Israel
radio broadcast reports that
Cairo had ordered its troops
on "high alert." It quoted an

Egyptian news agency dispatch as saying this
THE Israeli radio said
Egypt's 1st Army, stationed
in a defensive position
around
Cairo.
had
reportedly moved toward
the Suez front, apparently to
give it the possibility to
break a corridor through the
Israeli lines and open an
escape route for the trapped

U.S., Egypt announce plans
to renew diplomatic relations
CAIRO (API - Egypt and the United States
announced agreement yesterday for an early
resumption of diplomatic relations in the
first apparent dividend for Secretary of State
Henry A Kissinger's personal diplomacy in
the Arab world.
"I think we are moving toward peace,"
Kissinger declared after conferreing for
more than three hours with President Anwar
Sadat
"I agree with him," said Sadat, flashing a
smile in the bright sunshine "For myself, let
it be immediate "
THE ACCORD to resume relations was
announced a few hours later, closing a
diplomatic gap opened by Egypt in the 1967
Arab-Israeli war because of Washington's
support for Israel
The pleasant words after the talks and the
announcement of restored relations were
positive signs in Kissinger's search for a
settlement to the Middle East war of last
month.

They apparently signaled Sadat's approval
of the American attempt to play the role of
middle man between the Arabs and Israel
The new ambassadors will take their posts
in 10 days.
"THE FACT that it came now rather than
later is a matter of satisfaction to the United
States, said Robert J McCloskey. the State
Department spokesperson
"We have developed some ideas in our
conversations with the government of Egypt
on both immediate and longer-range
problems and we want to discuss that with
the government of Israel.'' he added
In a demonstration of the middle-man role
adopted by the United States, Joseph J
Sisco, assistant secretary of state for the
Near East, flew out of Cairo for Israel soon
after Kissinger's talks with Sadat
Kissinger, a Jew. had never before this
week set foot on Arab soil His first two stops
before arriving in Cairo Tuesday night were
Morocco and Tunisia.

Egyptian 3rd Army in the
Sinai Desert
Egypt's official Middle
East
News
Agency
described the situation on
the Suez front as tense and
explosive
and said the
isrjahs,oji.thc west bank of
the canal were in pockets
that could easily be
dMrTjyetf
The news agency said the
Israelis had violated the
cease-fire since Oct. 22 in
"an attempt to gain more
land and destroy all peace
prospects."
Syria's report of a clash in
the Golan Heights said an
Israeli attempt to cross the
cease-fire line was beaten
back and "our artillery
silenced sources of enemy
fire"
IT WAS the second incident reported in two days by
the Syrian army On Tuesday it said Israeli planes had
fired rockets at its advance
positions.
While
Kissinger,
with
Sadat's agreement, spoke of
moving toward peace,
reports from Morocco, the
secretary of state's first
stop in the Middle East,
were less optimistic.
Moroccan officials kept
publicly silent about Kissinger's seven hours of talks
with King Hassan II but privately indicated that the
American position gave
them little hope for an early
solution of the Middle East
problem

To feature films, talks

Comic book days begin
Interest in comic books
isn't limited only to the
young
A comic book seminar,
complete with lectures,
panel discussions and an
animated film festival will
be presented today and
tomorrow
Guest speakers include
cartoonists Stan Lee,
publisher of Marvel Comics;
Vaughn Bode, creator of
"Bodes Cartoon Concert"
in the National Lampoon;
Jess Jones. "Idyl" artist,
and Bernie Wrightson
creator of "Swamp Thing ''
The artists' works will be

on display both days in the
Wayne Room, University
Union
THE SEMINAR WILL
open at noon today in the
Pink Dogwood Suite. Union,
where comic book dealers
will sell their wares
throughout the afternoon
"Comics and College
Courses",
a
panel
discussion, is scheduled for
330 p.m. today in the Wayne
Room Panelists include Dr
Ray Browne, chairman of
the popular culture
department. Dr. R. Serge
Denisoff.
associate

professor of sociology, and
Larry Landrum. a Michigan
State University faculty
member
Bodes
"Underground
Cartoon Concert" will be
held at 7:30p.m. today in the
Grand Ballroom, Union The
30-year-old cartoonist will
present slides of his
cartoons while narrating
and taking the parts of
various characters
THE
(•-MINUTE
program will be followed by
a discussion of "The
Underground Cartoonists

Record production cut
NEW YORK (API There
will be plenty of Rolling
Stones and Barbra Streisand
albums in the record bins
this holiday season, but
don't count on finding a copy
of Yugoslavian folk songs or
a reissue of your favorite
vocalist of the '40s
The reasons The petroleum shortage is hitting the
record industry.
Alarmed by the growing
scarcity of petroleum-based
plastics used in making
records, some companies
have begun cutting back on
production, postponing new
releases and experimenting
with different quality
materials.
"The companies don't
know from one day to the
next what kind of supplies
they will have," said Henry
Brief, executive director of
the Recording Industry
Association of America, a
trade group "It could get to

be a very, very critical
situation "
PRC RECORDING Co. of
Richmond.
Ind., which
presses records for several
major labels, has reduced
its work week from seven to
five days and is allocating to
customers, said Gerald
Sharp, comptroller
While there should be no
difficulty in obtaining the
latest Rolling Stones album,
for example, consumers
may start feeling the pinch
when it comes to low-priced
or specialty labels
Capitol Records has postponed the release ol a dozen
or more albums until the
first of the year, and some
marginal albums originally
scheduled for production
may never come out. said
Chan Daniels, a recording
executive.
"ARTISTS are going to
have a lot tougher time
getting record contracts.

because nobody wants to
press new records before
they get really concrete
orders, "headded
The shortage could also
lead to lower quality
records, as companies
experiment with thinner
records or substitute
plastics that can be mixed
with the polyvinyl chloride
normally used.
Some firms, however, say
they have experienced little
difficulty so far RCA. for
example, says it foresaw the
problem and ordered enough
in advance to "get us
through the first six months
of next year and possibly the
whole year."
The main problem, industry sources say. is the
shortage of petroleum
feedstocks used in producing
polyvinyl
chloride--PVC
Compounding the problem is
the sharp rise in demand in
the record industry, which is
up 10 per cent over last year

Domino's
Pizza

WASHINGTON (API Congress handed President
Nixon a major defeat yesterday by enacting into law
over his veto its historic bill
to curb presidents' war
powers.
The 60-day limit on presidents' power to commit U.S.
combat troops abroad
without Congress' approval
became law immediately
when the Senate overrode
the veto
The Senate vote was 75 to
18, or 13 more than required.
The House overrode the
veto hours earlier 284 to 135.
four more than the twothirds needed.
The war powers bill was
opposed on the final vote by
a coalition of President
Nixon's supporters and antiwar congressmen who contended it would grant president* new power to wage
war up to 60 days without
congressional approval.

SEN. THOMAS F. Eagleton 11)-Mo i called the bill
"blank-check authority to
carry us into war" and said
Nixon could use it immediately if he wanted to
send U.S. combat troops into
the Middle East
But Senate Armed Services Chairman John C.
Stennis (D-Miss I and Sen
Hubert H. Humphrey IDMinn. I said the bill was
never intended to restrict!
presidents' war powers but
instead require that Congress share the burden of
committing Americans to
war.
Sen. John Tower (R-Tex.l
urged that the Senate get
"not so caught up in the hysteria of Watergate" as to
enact the war powers bill
to kick the President while
be is down.''
Congress' override of the
President's veto was its first

in nine tries this year and
the fifth since Nixon became
President.
AFTER the House vote,
President Nixon issued a
statement saying it
"seriously undermines this
nation's ability to act decisively and convincingly in
times of International
crisis."
The confidence of
American allies could be
diminished, he said, and
"our potential adversaries
may be encouraged to
engage in future acts of
international mischief..."
Inspired by the Vietnam
war, the bill was intended to
prevent the United States
from becoming involved in
such a conflict without
Congress' specific approval.
Many
congressmen
switched from their traditional positions.

Timely often changed its
name in the ensuing years
but Lee worked himself into
the editorship of the
publications In 1072. he
became publisher of Marvel
Comics.
Marvel
currently
produces 42 publications
monthly,
including the
Fantastic Four.
"The Comics From Strip
to Book" is the topic of a 3
p in artists panel discussion
in the Ballroom featuring
Lee, Bode, Wrightson and
Jones
TOMORROW'S events
include a 7 p.m. panel
discussion of the "Comic
Code" and a 9 p.m. showing
of early cartoons in the
Ballroom

Tampons are the
easiest thing in
the world...

what you're

Fast, Free Delivery

352-5221

KLOTZ

We're newly remodeled!
Come out and see us

FLOWER
FARM

WE NOW HAVE:

&f
'.•J/

• pots & planting soil
• All types of
green plants
(hs* Wntfa e» Ham)
• Urroriumt
, driftwood
• flowers and flower

906 NAPOLEON
CORNER OF S. COLLEGE & NAPOLEON

Nixon vetoed the bill two
weeks ago, calling its curbs
on presidential war powers
"both unconstitutional and
dangerous.''
HE PARTICULARLY criticized two sections.
The first requires a president to withdraw any U.S.
combat forces be commits
abroad on his own after 60
days unless Congress votes
approval of the commitment
by then
The president, however,
could extend that period
another 30 days if he told
Congress in writing the time
was needed to safely withdraw the 'forces he had
committed.
The second provides that
Congress can halt the war
commitment any time
during the 80 or 90 days with
a simple House-Senate concurrent resolution not
subject to a president's veto.

At the age of 17 Lee joined
what was then known as
Timely Comics as a
combination script writerartist

once you know

arrangements

Congress oks war powers bill;
limit set on troop commitment

and the State of American
Art." featuring Bode. Jones
and Wrightson
Stan Lee will open
tomorrow's activities with a
2 p m lecture on the history
of Marvel in the Grand
Ballroom. Union

353-3911
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Kotox1 has a cornplat* Tampan Introductory Kit that
tokos all tho trial
and orror out of
your first tlmo. Far
startors, you got a
package of Kotox
Regular tampons —
which aro much
oa.ier to USO than
thoso othor kind
with bulky, bluntend tubas, lack
Kotox tampon hasB
rounded, narrower tip and Its own
insertion gold..
Than, thoro's a
special booklet,
TILL IT LIKE IT IS,
that really doesl If
answers all your
"hows", "whys"/
and "whom" about
tampons. You alto
get a tampon lubricant and a xlppered purse-slxe cosmetic case. Order
your Kotox Tampon Introductory
Kit today.

m*ffl
&••:?• •'•'■SSI

id

i For your Kotex Tampon
I Introductory Kit.
j |ustsend$l 00 to
I Kimberly-Clark Corp
'Box 551 -CN,

:
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SAVE THE NEWS

| TONIGHT I
I ONLY!!! !

- FEATURING Char Broiled Sinks and

Chap.

Fall Courie Family
Dtnaer
» VARIETIES
PANCAKES « WAFFLES
Opea Tan. thru Sat.
7:M-E
Sunday! 7:30 - 7:00

A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A A ^MLfe A A A A A

41? EAST WOOSTKR

LASALLE*S

NOON SPECIALS DAILY

COLLEGE NIGHT
You're Invited

MEN'S and WOMEN'S

THURSDAY, NOV. 8,1973
7:00 P.M. TO 10:00 P.M.

WARM, LINED
BOOTS AND SHOES
SELECT FROM

CHARGE ACCOUNTS AVAILABLE
TO ALL BGSU STUDENTS

MANY PATTERNS
AND STYLES

APPLY & CHARGE TONIGHT

STARTING AT

*10"

DOOR BUSTERS

niki's

I I iHUllll
t|ti4lilt li.M-iar
tl-ll.x ni

Famous Maker
Coordinates

Yard Goods Bonanza

ALL FABRIC

100% Polyester
Machine Washable
Slacks. Skirts. Vests, Tops
OriE. 6" to 30"

off
ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE

SPORTSWEAR

Blue Denim Bagatelle
Coordinates

ASST COLORS & SIZES
100% ACRYLIC
CREW NECKS & TURTLENECKS
REG 8-

3" ■ 4"
SPORTSWEAR

MAIN FLOOR

Off

MAIN FLOOR

Sweater Riot

NOW

1/3

HALTERS. PANTS. SHIRTS, JACKETS
COTTON BLEND
BLUE
SIZES 6 16
ORIG. 8.00 to 16.00

1/2 off
THE COUNTRY STORE

Everything In Our Entire

MENS & WOMENS
SHOE DEPT.

Pants, Pants, Pants
Acrylics & Polyesters
Asst Plaids & Prints
REG. 11*

20%

799
Tonight

0 off

REGULAR PRICE

Body Wear Clearance

MAIN FLOOR

m

^99

SPORTSWEAR

TONIGHT ONLY, OUR ENTIRE

JUNIOR
SPORTSWEAR

ORIG. 8.00-9.00

£99

AT
GRAY'S
STAPIUM
PLAZA
SHOPPING
CENTER

JUNIOR BONANZA

VARIETY OF STYLES & COLORS
LONG & SHORT SLEEVE
T. NECK, PLACKET FRONT. SCOOP NECK

ONLY

ffiiijum

20% *

MAIN FLOOR

ALL REGULAR PRICED MDSE.

ICE COLD

BEER & POP
TO GO
Puff Indoor
Basketball Set
i Basketball, nel. and Ring I

TONIGHT ONLY

SAVE UP TO $36.00

2ND FLOOR OF LASAUE'S

ON SHORT COATS

ENTIRE STOCK
OF

NOVELTY SHERPA TRIMS
SOLID WOOL MELTONS. SHETLANDS.
ANOCOLOHfULPlAIDS

ORIG. 42.00

TONIGHT
ONLY

55.00

100

MENS TURTLENECKS
1100% ACRYLIC
> SOLIDS IN NAVY, GREY, BURGUNDY
i LONG SLEEVES
l COMP AT 799

ONLY'

MENS FLANNEL SHIRTS
• Long Sleeve
• 100% Cotton Flannel
• Compare at 7.50

OUR OWN SUPREMACY

DRESS SHIRT
POLYESTER & COTTON BLENDS
IN LATEST FALL FASHIONS

COMPARE

GUIS
IVIRTOA'I

Trash Can
Bags
■ pi a*

Rinks
Antifreeze
permanent type

NOW ONI V

oscrxwi I
MWI

•MxraalaaBM

pack of SO

JUNIORS

Stadium Plaza
Center

Mon.-Fri. 11-9
Sat. 10-6

3.99
NOW ONI V

[»SC0U«t \
WWI

199

1.29

G«MS
IVIDYM1
DISCOUKI
PRICI

gal &)»

MISSY 4 HALF SIZE

DRESSES AND PANT SUITS

in

0 off

MENS
SWEATER RIOT
• Asst T Necks, U Necks. Cardigans
• Solids & Fancies
• 100% machine washable acrylic
• Asst. Colors
• Compare at 10.00 to 15.00

TOHK.IT 3"

& 4"

ONLY

399

ALSO MENS FUR LINED GLOVES
COMP. AT 6.00

TONIGHT 3.99

YOUNG JUNIOR
BLOUSES AND TOPS
TREMENDOUS ASST. OF
STYLES AND COLORS
ORIG. 3.00 to 10.00

50%

6.50*9.50
TONIGHT

2/9*

14V4-17

32-35 SLEEVE

Barbasol Shave
Cream
MISSES

ANGORA SWEATERS
ASST COLORS AND STYLES
SIZES. SM„ MED.. LG.
ORIG. 10.00 to 16.00

Off

also
20% OFF ALL YOUNG JUNIOR PANTS

9 Volt
Transistor
Batteries

TONIGHT

LASALLE'S

99
2

C.MT5

8 Track Cartridge
carrying case

»SCOU«T

W rJA i
DISCOUNT
DRUG STORES
Complete Prescription Servce
Let Gray s till your Prescription

352-7248
SKOALS AVAHAMI THRU NOV. 11,1973

Tfcuwday, Hivimbt. >, 1»73, TW M Ntww/e^t. 7
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Computer office buys scooter
to carry data across campus
By Diane Daklei
What was once a Parking
Services vehicle, and prior
to that, a golf cart, now
plays an important role for
the University's Computational Services Department.
The while and orange
vehicle marked "Computer
Scooter"
handles transportation of all data from
computer users in the
Administration Bldg. to the
department's new office
complex on the second floor
of the Health Center.
According to Hal Eckel,
director of the department.
"In April of 1973 it became
fairly obvious to the department that the physical area
of the computer service
offices needed to be
expanded "

Computer
scooter

Joy S. Garcia baa* up tfn» "Computer Scooter.'' which it uMd to tranoport
data from tho Administration BMg. to tho now Computational Sorvke
dopartmont in tho Hoafth Cantor. This mothod of courier service taltot lot* tkno
than tho camput mail system

SINCE THERE was no
room for expansion in the
Administration Bldg.. be
said the department worked

AAcVie best female rock star
By David Faadray
It seems Fleet wood Mac
has been with us since the
beginning of rock and roll.
Through countless personnel
changes, the band has
managed to maintain
enough identity to produce a
string of truly distinctive
LPs
In a business where flash
and brashness usually sell a
band. Fleetwood Mac has
succeeded by simply playing
some of the classiest rock
recorded in England.
The bands latest LP.
Mystery To Me." only adds
to their reputation
Once I got past the album
cover, which is probably the
most atrocious piece of
cover art since the Door's
Kull Circle." f found a
body of music which is a
logical extension of
"Penguin." the band's last
recording The music is

melodic, haunting and burns
with the feeling of expertly
controlled energy.
TO THIS extent. "Mystery
carries on the
tradition of Fleetwood Mac
However, the orientation
of the music I;..- changedparticularly in these most
recent recordings It has
moved from a basic blues
feel to one of straightforward rock and roll.
This change is not hard to
explain Only bassist John
McVie and drummer Mick
Fleetwood remain from the
original band which was
dominated by the almostlegendary blues guitarist
Peter Green
Control of the band now
seems to be in the hands of
two members who joined
long after Fleetwood
started, pianist Christine
McVie and guitarist Bob
Welch

Horn concerf tonight
The University Horn Ensembe will present a concert
at 8 tonight in the Recital
Hall. School of Music.
The student ensemble is
organized to expose students
to available horn literature
and to give them the opprotumty to perform, as well as
providing a service to
school, community and
church organisations
The ensemble appeared in
12 concerts during the 197273 school year, performing
before more than 2.500
persons
Selections for tonight's
concert include the "Aria
Delia Baltaglia" by Annibale Padovano.
two
choruses from the Motet
"Jesu, Mem Freude" by
Bach, the allegro moderato
movement from Handel's
"Water Music". The King's
Prayer from "Lohengrin"
by Wagner, and 'Hornin'
Around" and "When the

THE

HUTCH
PET SHOP
Due to
circumstances
beyond our
control —
fish tank
prices will
rise on
November 12!

Saints ", arranged by Louis
Marini, associate professor
of performance studies at
the School of Music
The ensemble is directed
by David C
Rogers,
associate professor of performance studies, assisted
by Herbert A. Spencer, instructor of performance
studies
The concert is free and
open to the public

Bob Welch is a skilled
craftsman He contributes
seven of the songs on
'Mystery' and shows an
uncanny ability to mate
lyrics with music His songs
on side one build around
well-drawn images of the
mysterious and exotic This
poetry is matched by the
most ethereal music on »he
album

Review
ON SIDE two, however.
Welch communicates more
directly with the listener
"The City" is a lament on
the difficulty of life in New
York City II is a typical
example of "mean town
blues,
and. sure enough,
the song s music is built on
the 12-bar blues form-one ol
the most direct rock forms
' Miles Away'' and
"Somebody show similar
control in matching content
with form.

It is Christine McVie.
however, who is the star
Her four compositions
never fail to hold my attention McVie is the romantic
while Welch is the imagist
Her songs deal with the
theme of unrequited love If
slow, like "Believe Me."
they are introspective and
filled with longing If uptempo, like "Just Crazy
Love." they plead witli calm
conviction
Tlie greatest delight in
McVie s songs is her voice.
It is just so sincere in its
dark husk iness I think she is
the best female vocalist in
rock She has all the control
Grace Slick once had. plus
the ability to become emotionally involved in her
lyrics
THE PRESENT Fleetwood Mac lacks an instrumental star Each member
contributes a specific and
important part, but is not
impressive when considered
as an individual. This gives
the music a feeling of delicate balance.

This, in part, explains
that sense of restrained
power.
Each part of the ensemble
works equally for and
against each other, creating
the Fleetwood Mac sound.
Besides the Welch and
McVie compositions, there
is one really great surprise
on the album This is a cover
version of the Yardbird's
first hit, "For Your Love."
The Yardbirds were a tremendous pioneering rock
band. I loved them as innovators
Their records, however,
seem rather pallid today-at
least, in light of modern
recording techniques. Fleetwood Mac's version of this
song is so powerful. I can't
help but believe this is the
way the Yardbirds would
have wanted it recorded.
"Mystery To Me" is another of those rather subdued records. Don't be mislead, this band's power lies
in the subtlety of its music,
not its high-energy performance

Apply in Person. Domino's Pizza

521
S. PROSPECT

Computational Service
now investigating
possibility of employin
professional courier ser
rather than developin
scooter route to Perrysb
he said

§

EPA study concludes
Lake Erie improving
CLEVELAND (AP) - Lake Erie, once called a dying I
of water, is on the way to recovering. Gov John J. Gilligj
said yesterday.
Gilligan said a three-year study by two state agencij
revealed that water quality at many Lake Erie beaches I
improved.
The study was made by the Ohio Environment)
Protection Agency tEPAl and the Ohio Department oj
Health at 23 beaches along the shore
"The report shows that the improvement can alK
attributed to the chlonnation of the area beaches by titr!
Cleveland Health Department and improvements in arijJ;
waste water treatment plants as required by the Oli4>,'
EPA," Gilligan said.
9
The governor said. "The Ohio EPA has given and wjflt!
continue to give top priority to the area around the lak<t;',
However, the impoundment ol federal construction graiyX
funds by President Nixon has slowed our efforts."
"The attorney general of Ohio has tiled suit against litV
federal government which hopefully will recover tlitimpounded funds."
•:-;
Gilligan discussed the study while on a visit to EdgewateK
with Ohio EPA Director Ira Whitman and Earl RicharcfcJ:
head of the Lake Erie Strike Force.
S
The strike force, named a year ago, has been coordinating;;
water quality improvements for Lake Erie.

Radio /haek] BLOflCBUh
SAVE $1...*8...$10
THIS WEEK ON FAMOUS
ARCHER TV ANTENNAS

^ BONUS
SIGNAL SPLITTER INCLUDED;

vV
Reg. '29.95

$

2.50

Cash & Carry

Ifliurrlmuar

428W.Woost.fSt.
353-1045
(^

. . and you can

• Waatha: Resistant Rigid Suit- '
Locking Snap-Out Clamant s
• Multiple Driva For High Oain.
Flat Fraquancy Rasponsa
• High-Impact Plastic Insulators
• Durabla 13116 Square Booms

s

Enjoy improved reception on VHF UHF and FM
with Color Eagle antennas Heavy duly design
ensures entra long life Preassembied for easy
installation Gel brilliant separation on FM. clear
pictures in color or blacKandwhite Higb-tensile
aluminum alloy with gold acrylic tinish for
corrosion resistance VHF/UHF/FM signal splitter
included - only one downlead required

Ij^Hfe.

SAVE M ON
VU-55ANTENNA
Beg 9 95

SAVE 'WON
VU-120 ANTENNA

SAVE '8 ON
VU-85 ANTENNA
Reg 23 95

Reg 29 95

Q95

\j 15-1615
■
.
•
.
.

VHF
» S5 Miles
UMF
lo 40 Miles
FM
lo 40 Miles
10 Elements-36 Boom

>
■
•
•

VHF
UHF
FM
18 Elements

lo 65 Miles
lo 60 Miles
to 60 Miles
-81 Boom

•
■
•
.

VHF
lo 120 Miles
UHF
lo 75 Miles
FM
to 75 Miles
24 Elements-105 Boom
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.
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M
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I '««• P'*.*-!, Ov-X.hOOt
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ARCHER ACCESSORIES FOR IMPROVED TV/FM PERFORMANCE

KLEVERS
MOTHER'S:

TV INTERFERENCE FILTER
•5582
I**

RINGS

3-WAY ANTENNA CLIPS
15 832
69*

PINS

2-SET COUPLER/
COMBINER

BRACELETS
EARRINGS

1S-II4I
15-1142

LAYAWAY NOW
# FOR #

WALL PLATE FOR TV
OR FM
IfrltM
WEATHERPROOF
WALL TUBE
I'I

i.'i«)

JC

••FT FOAM COAX CABLES
FOR SET-TO-WALL PLATE
CONNECTION
I
I
15 1530

1"

4-S6T UHF/VHF/FM
AMPLIFIER COUPLER
aootjnmi r. ii m 24M

..TIOIS

Bom Ends

fhoek-

1616 East Wooster
Stadium Plaza Shopping Center
Phone 352-5727

KV • ► •• •11;

125 N. MAIN

3534691

2"

PRIVATE TV LISTENER
15586
2"

NORM EBORG, MGR

KLEVERS
JEWELRY

2"

■•SO 4 Mutoiuu Plug
15 Ib-iB

SMART SANTAS SHOP EARLY... STORES OPEN LATE NIGHTS | ff^a^

CHRISTMAS

BUY THEM NOW!

The department will i\
another communicati'
problem when the comp
now in the AdministratJ
Bldg. is moved to the No
west Ohio University
outer Center in Perrysb
Eckel said

HE SAID Computational
Services is not trying to
compete with the campus
mail system. "But w* cannot depend on campus mail
to deliver material within an
hour to the user." be said
"This is just a matter of
organization.
We should
know within a month if we
will be able to provide more
complete service "

CHARGE IT %

love
letters

Fall
Arrangements

$

Eckel said he now wants
to Initiate a program to
make the Computer Scooter
more beneficial to all users
of the computer at the
University.
Since Computational Services is a 24-hour-a-day

Drivers now being hired to meet increasing
delivery requirements. Wages plus commission.

Weekend
Special!

il

COMPUTATIONAL Services found a solution in a
used Parking Services
vehicle
It bought the
scooter for (ISO. sent it to
maintenance for an overhaul
and then put it to use.
The scooter transports
data including payroll,
library circulation reports,
monthly billings of students,
personnel and student
records and scheduling for
courses

operation, he said he wants
to extend the courier ser
vices to L\ hours.

X.

(Own car required)

Uhr

with the space assignments
office In an effort to find
additional office space. We
were then able to work out
an agreement whereby this
space Is rented from the
Health Center," Eckel said.
Last weekend the move of
the 45 member staff Into the
new offices in the Health
Center was completed
Eckel said he and his staff
realized the move could
create a communications
problem with computerusers in the Administration
Bldg
When the departmentowned station wagon proved
inadequate for the type of
courier service necessitated
by the move, the department
began searching for a
vehicle with greater maneuverability that required less
upkeep.

From one beer lover to anoth&
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AA motto-live one day at o time'
Editor's MM: The followtag
article to Uc tklrd la • (oarpart series M akehoHsm.
Pars r—r will be printed
Iom»rrow Larry Vlolaad
has', beca la cleee coatact
will members of Alcoholics
Aaoeymoas thli Mmmcr.
He has attended mediant,
spoken with member! aad
vlirird Jalll. prisons aad
hospitals la aortbera Ohio.
'' By Larry Vloland
'; Makeap Editor
_;:Thc most important
Hung I have to do is not to
lake a drink, said Koss W .
a recovering alcoholic "I
haven't had a drink in 23
yuars, sln<'*' ' turned myself
ovaffr to A A
BoM is qualified to speak
on . the help Alcoholics
Anonymous i AA) has given
countless numbers of
people Twenty-three years
is quite a record
a- r..HI a small beginning in
Akron in 1935 of two men
who found sobriety from
helping others become
sober, the organization grew
quickly and steadily Groups
weflp established across the
country in metropolitan

centers. Today AA exists all
over the world.
The AA program is a
simple one, so simple ih.il
many people are confused
by it The person who comes
into AA must have a sincere
desire to stop drinking, and
he must learn to "live one
day at a time" to control his
drinking.
"IT'S SO DAMN simple,"
said Ross, who speaks with a
West Virginia twang "It's
so simple that it's complicated and takes a while to
get used to."
AA makes no demands
upon those who associate
themselves with the
program
Those with a
sincere desire to stop
drinking find AA offers the
help needed to overcome a
drinking problem.
Anyone who has a drinking
problem need only contact a
member of AA and help is
not long in coming
Ross illustrates this point
I drove to Toledo one
night to help a drunk who
was in big trouble." he said
I found him and stayed
with him until he was
sobered up "

Those who enter AA for
the first time are sponsored
by members who have been
in the program for a certain
period of time. AA does not
recruit members
"WHEN someone tells me
he wants to quit drinking
and get into AA, I say
Consider yourself in. What
can I do to help'*'," Ross
said
Attending an AA meeting
is a unique experience,
especially for those having
pre-conceived notions about
alcoholics.
The atmosphere is relaxed
and friendly
Members
come early to chat with each
other, talk of their experiences and welcome new
members into the group
The people are friendly and
sincere
"There's few other things
exactly like an AA
meeting," Ross said "At a
meeting, you really feel like
there is love all around "
Alcoholics
Anonymous
allows its members to share
common hopes, difficulties,
and fears with each other
Members will always be
alcoholics, but AA will keep

them sober, if they are
sincerely
interested In
sobriety.
PROBLEMS are brought
out Into toe open during a
meeting through a "lead,"
or speaker.
The lead recounts his
personal
history
of
alcoholism, and his recovery
through AA It is important
to note that problems are
solved only by working with
others
While AA neither endorses
nor opposes any causes, nor
is allied with any religious
group, anyone may find
answers to his drinking
problem through AA, if he is
sincere
"You can come into AA as
a PhD or as a bum," Ross
remarked. "When you're in
AA, everybody's in the same
boat. Everyone is equal "
Those who enter into the
fellowship of Alcoholics
Anonymous are encouraged
to attend the meetings The
meetings are valuable for
those involved because they
aid in maintaining sobriety.
THERE ARE no fees
involved with being
associated with the AA

New launch date set for Skylab
because of small cracks in rocket
CAPK CANAVERAL. Kla
IAP I Hairline cracks in an
■feQtg rocket have forced a
five-day delay in the launch
ing ol the Skylab 3 astron.iuts
The National Aeronautics
and Space Administration
yesterday set a new launch
I [rile ol 9 37 am Nov 15
The shot had been scheduled
Saturday.
Officials said there could
M> :m addlUonal delay if any

problem is encountered in
replacing eight stabilizing
I ins on the first stage of the
22-story Saturn IB rocket
Tiny cracks were discovered in each of the fins
during a routine check Tuesday night They were around
bolts in fittings that attach
the devices to the side of the
rocket Most were less than
an inch long
THE ROCKET is to boost
astronauts Gerald P Carr,

William It Pogue and Kdward 0, Gibson toward a
linkup with the Skylab space
station, now orbiting unmanned 270 miles high They
are to spend a record 85 days
aboard on man's third and
final visit to the laboratory
A NASA spokesperson said
the cracks were "due to age,
stress loads and corrosion "
He said they probably were
formed during a countdown
test last week when the fuel

tanks were pressurized
during a test
The rocket was built In
1965 and 1966 at a time when
NASA thought it might need
more Saturn IBs during the
early lest portion of the
Apollo moon program.
Ilmwever.
the largest
Saturn 5 became operational
sooner than expected and
this and other Saturn IBs
were placed in storage in
1968
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God grant me the serenity to
accept
the things I cannot change.
Courage to change the
things I can,
And wisdom to know the
difference
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reformed alcoholic feels in
AA through a prayer recited
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14 A. aoon ..
15 Reverberation.

24 Amu.ln.ly.

purpose: to help alcoholics
maintain sobriety. This is
the only purpose of AA.
"AA has kept me sober. It
reminds me that if I take a
drink there's only one thing
that I have to know-that I
can't get away with it,"
Ross said.
Anyone involved with the
program will know how a

are responsible
for
conducting the meetings,
introducing leads
and
providing refreshments.
For A A in general, there is
no central governing body,
and there is little formal
organization.
AA is anonymous because
of the desire to keep
paramount a central

programs. Members "pass
the hat" among themselves.
Each AA group is selfsupporting. But it is not
necessary for any member
to contribute.
AA has no governing body
nor are there any officers
for each AA group.
Chairmen are elected
usually for one month and
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CLaSSIFIED

CAMPUS CALENDAR
Thursday. November 0, 1973
Inter-Varsity Christian F'ellowshlp will bold their
Chapter Meeting tonight at 7 SO pm in the River
Room of the Union The topic will be "Prayer and
Praise". Come prepared to share.
lnter-Varslty Christian Fellowship will hold an
Interdenominational Prayer meeting tonight at 6 pm
in Prout Chapel The meeting is open to all
International Programs World Students Association
will hold their meeting today from 2-4 pm in the
International Lounge in the basement of Williams
Hall
The B.U.S.U Karate Club will bold a practice session
tonight from M pm in 201 Hayes Hall

Toledo area, please contact Exit Publications,
P.O. Box 20, Bowling
Green. Oh Ph 353-6722
This magazine will be a
new and refreshing
periodical dealing with
general arts and leisure
U the science of activity
Need college girl to take
care of 1 yr old Fridays
only Call after 5:30-3520434
Attractive young guis
needed as waitresses 21
and over Apply in person
at Dixie Electric Co 1740040.

The French Club will meet tonight in the French
Houseat6 00pm

WANTED

The liraduate Student Senate will meet today at 10
am in the Tall Room of the Union Ofdce hours are as
follows 10-12 and 1-3. Monday thru Thursday, on the
3rd floor of the Union.

One fm. roommate immediately 060 mo all
utilities pd" 1 blk from
campus 352-7633 or 3520717.

Inter-Varsity Christian Fellowship will hold a Bible
Study tonight at 7 30 pm in the Perry Croghan Room
of the Union.
RIDES
Need ride to Columbus
on Friday, after 1 pm
Call Marilynn. J54-OS73
Will pay
Ride needed to the edge
of downtown Toledo, specifically to the Canton
aad Southered area.
Tuesday mornings, to
arrive between 8:00 and
1:30. If you can help
please call Debbie Wood
at 372-3014 or write 404
McDonald North Thank
You.
Need a ride to and from
central Penna. for
Thanksgiving Will pay
Call Katby. 3-uBl
Need ride to Georgia.
Thanks break, call S52
5300.

call 3524037. We miss
hun!?

Want used 35mm camera
in good condition Call
353-3062

1100 REWARD!! For the
return of three piece
wedding ring set. They
have been in my family
for several generations 4
mean a great deal to me1
Call Luna. 410-331-03U
collect or contact BG
News IF ANY INFORMATION

Male needed for three
bedroom apt. 156 per
month, prefer upper
classman or grad student Call 352-0776

Lost: 5 toe black cat.
Please return1 352-0650

Reliable Abortion Service. 24 hour service
Clinic close to area 1 to
24 week term mated by
licensed certified obstetrician gynecologist Immediate
arrangements
will be made with no
hassle Call collect 216031-1M7

HELP WANTED
MEN STUDENTS PRE
FERRED - part-time
nights 10-15 (us per
week
Knickerbocker.
352 5315

Rides available almost
every
weekend to
Marlon. Delaware. Gran
vtlle. Call 372-1130

Part-time hourly help
needed to code research
data • arrange your own
schedule For appointment call 372-2301 before
5:00

Girl needs ride to Chicago area for Trunks
giving break Call Chris.
371-1100.

Domino's is now hiring
drivers Must be 10 and
have car II 70 plus com
mission 352-5211

LOOT AND FOUND

Writers, photographers,
artists, journalists, and
anyone else interested la
working or. EXIT Mag
aitne - a new weakly
magazine for the greater

Lost: 3 mo. old br. puppy
imale I. pi. Saapard. pi
Collie, very farry. Lost
Wed Please find hun i,

1 female roommate to
share apt. with 2 other
girls Call 352 9378

1 f. roommate or 1 ell
apt. for winter 1 spring
352-0046
SERVICES OFFERED

FLASH: You'll really
flash
on the GREAT
AMERICAN
MINDBLOWING
UNDERGROUND CATALOG
from California' Every
funky, underground item
invented and some that
haven't been SMOKING
NECESSITIES. ASTROLOGY-OCCULT. INCENSE-ESSENCE
OILS. UNIQUE FASHIONS. ORGANIC PRODUCTS. WOMEN'S LIB
CALENDARS.

GROWERS
GUIDE,
WATERGATE. Give unique Xmas Kills send
$1 00 (cheap) and name,
address and tip to
M.S.W
Enterprises.
P.O. Box 160M. San
Diego, Calif 02116
SILVER
RINGS by
PHILIP MORTON THE
WORKING
HAND
CRAFT CENTER 515
Conneaut.
French tutoring & translating Exper'd teacher.
MA.+ 301-0715.

ill
Happiness is Kappa Del
la ami Sisterhood
NEED MONEV Cash
paid for blood plasma
donations Weekly earnings
Blood Plasma
Donor Center. 610 Monroe, Toledo. Ohio Phone
255-3535.
Time's running out' Seniors, you have 2 days left
to have your yearbook
picture taken Call 3720086 for an appointment
310 Student Services
Building

Need to talk with someone? Call CHRISTUNE
352-0379 any hour, any
day_

FOR SALE

PERSONALS

Brand new quad Will
sell whole 10550) or
parts Ph 354-1305

Scott Ruess is a smart
boy. he answered all his
arithmetic problems correctly. Beth.
HEY PEOPLE You-ai
get all kinds of letU.
goods: shoes, purses,
laces. 4 pipes that fit in
your pocket, out of sight1.
We also offer multicolored laces, shoe
repair It custom love service. 131 S Main, across
from Penney s
Congratulations
to.
John. Sire of Hog-a-Munga; 4th lime 2nd place
winner.
Burly,
and
honorable mention.
Doug. Remember. Chug
a-rub.
Lantxelot and Amelia Congratulations' You fin
ally made it" Kalby
Congratulations to the
new Phi Tau Actives
The Phi Tau Pledges
Pikes - We were carried
away with the Vikings
Teouilla Love, The Phi
Mas
Free kittens to good
borne. 373-0019 or 3527404.
1 week extension! Senior
pictures ARE
being
taken this week (But the
photographer will NOT
be back ever again.) Call
371-0006 for your appoint
meat. 310 Student Ser
vices Building

Baby bed- top rood Call
352-7340

1073 Roadrunner 400 cu
4 barrel w air con Phone
352 7755 after 5 pm
1065 Ford Mercury Perfect condition Call 3525007 after 10 pm
READY TO MOVE IN 71, 2 bed furn. 12x50 sit
on lot with nat gas heat
Fenced in back yard, dog
bouse Decorated to a T
In beautiful, clean rood
352-0610 after 0.
Gibson SB 200 electric
solid body guitar. Excellent condition 3215 Call
2 3240 after 5 pen
Used furniture & appliances Largest dealer In
the area. Also new furniture at prices you can afford. Kline's Used Furniture 4 Antiques
101
Mala St. (corner Mam 4
Rt 23). Risingsun, Ohio
Diamond ring for sale
75 karat Call 352-5013
eveninga
71 Triumph Spitfire,
great mileage. Gene. 3713730

rOallUPVT
Cherry Hill Village Ants
Two bedroom (urn It un
turn. Quarter lease available to BG students Call
351-6140
2 bdrm unfurn part, to
sublet watr 4 aprg. qlrs
Call S52-4572 alter 5 pm

H—hy, Hmmkm «. wn. H. m MWI/^I»

Hodge's antics keep

.

BG hooters laughing
ByDuGarfleld
Assislut Sporu Editor

N.nph.l.kyCIM
Faken quoriorback Mill* Booth tries lo

oulmanouvor Ohio University's

defensive ond Steve MWor in lott weekend's 24-23 lo»« lo the Bobcats at
Athens. Booth, ■ S'l I" freshman, will probably bo at tho holm Saturday whon
Iho Fakorn moot Eattorn Mkhigan at 1.30 p.m. at Doyt I. Perry Field.

When it comes to spirit on
the Bowling Green soccer
squad. Jim Hodge lakes a
back seat to no one
The 5'6" junior forward
from Bay Village has helped
guide the Falcons with
cheers of enthusiasm from
the sidelines
"He's just an outstanding
person to have on our
team.''
said
BG
coach
Mickey Cochrane He has a
tremendous
desire
for
winning and playing the
game."
"Hndgy's" inspiration and
"encouragement,
plus
his
desire on the playing field,
has gained him the title of
"super sub'' The rightwinger twice entered ball
games and scored goals
"He comes into the game
cold off the bench and
hustles, and everyone roots
for him.'' said the BG

mentor. "He sets up the ball
and scores when he gets
open I asked him once what
he does to get ready to go
into a game after coming off
the
bench
cold "
And
Hodgy's remark to that
statement was that he is
anxious to play as much as
he can. whenever he can."
"If it's five minutes or 45
minutes, or if the need
arises I'll be ready to play at
any time.'' said Hodge
Twice Hodge has come off
the bench to spark the
second unit offensive drive.
One of his two markers
came in the big interstate
clash
between
Michigan
State
and the
Falcons
Subbing for Tim Davis.
Hodge scored the third goal
in BG's 3-1 win over the
Spartans.
BUT
HODGES
main
contribution is generating
excitement when eveiything
grows quiet His Russian

Palmer speaks of frustration;
talks about leaving pro scene
He muttered it only half
aloud It was obvious lh.it
the comment was only an
expression til
his deep,
gnawing
frustration;
obvious that he had no re.il
thought of quitting the game
he once ruled
But Ihe fact thai he made
the statement, in his last
appearance .it the Sahara
Invitational two weeks ago.
indicated
the depth of
tci'ling. in this proud man
who is fighting the burden of
44 vears and almost two

PINEHURST, Ni\ IAPIPain. anger and frustration
all were deeply etched Into
the lines and creases of the
famed, expressive face.
And. for the lirst tmie.
Arnold I'almer talked about
quitting the game thai he
perhaps more than any other
player-raised to its preMtll
peak of popularity
Dammit.
I'm
gonna
retire I can't play this game
any more I'm goaty gel
out
Quit
Never play it
again."

decades
of
intense
competition
"I just can'i seem to get
everything together at one
time. ' Palmer said before a
practice round for the new
World
Open
Golf
Tournament which begins a
two-week.
144-hole
run
today
"I SEEM to be right on
the verge of playing goodthen
something
always
happens
I oiik .il Sahara The first.

round, my chipping was just
terrible Just awful Twice il
took me three !o gel down
from iiie fringe Then the
next day I'm chipping good
And 1 pulled good, loo
Something liko-25 pults But
my irons were terrible
"The next round I hit the
irons real good I had Ihe
ball right on the flag, inside
15 feet all day and I can't gel
the damn ball in Ihe hole 1
couliln taonake a putt Shot
one overt>ar. Its been like
thai all year."

Saints shed losers' role
in recent upward surge
NEW ORLEANS (AP
When the
New Orleans
Saints lost their first two
games of Ihe season by
scores of 62 7 and 40-3, they
were roundly ridiculed as
the
worst
team
in
professional football.
It's a different story now
The Saints have won four
of their last five games and
the peals of laughter at their
ineptness have faded to
sheepish grins
Among
those
laughing

least are the Washington
Redskins and the Buffalo
Bills,
the Saints
latest
victims
Not laughing al all are the
Los Angeles Rams, who face
the surprising Saints Sunday
in
what
suddenly
has
become a crucial game
While the Rams have been
slipping to a 6-2 record on
the basis ol two straight
losses,
the Saints have
climbed to a 4-4 mark

Women's swimming
While football, soccer,
cross country and rugby
have
been
entertaining
Bowling Green sports fans
this fall. 30 members ol the
women's swimming team
have been practicing for the
upcoming season

ation and is dominated by
freshmen and sophomores
this year.
The women's swim team
will open its 1973-74 season
with the BG relays Saturday
at
10
a in
at
the
Natatonum Bowling Green
is the defending champion
and will be out lo win its
third straight title

The
women's
team,
coached by Jean Campbell,
started workouts during the
first week of the quarter
Ron Rinaldi. a former BG
men's swimmer, and Jed
Cole, a former All-Ohio high
school diver, are assisting
coach Campbell
The women's team lost
two swimmers by gradu-

Lacrosse
An organizational meeting
will be held for men wishing
to play varsity lacrosse,
today at 7 p.m.. in 222 Education Bldg
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"I wish I knew," says
Saint Coach John North

North
succeeded.

The
players
were
doubling themselves after
those first two games," he
said
When you lose by

"We've lost together and
won together." he said. "I
think we'll stay together

"We have personal evaluations after every game,"'
said Cochrane
We talk
about everything from the
weather conditions to the of ficiating. and when Hodgy
talks everyone listens H* Is
respected Along with his
humor, he helps the team
get high for the games.''
Being the smallest player
on the squad is no handicap
for Hodgy because what he
lacks in height, he make* up
with spirit and enthusiasm

Blanda, Otto match Gehrig
OAKLAND lAP) - Jim
Otto and George Blanda, coholders of the National Football League record for
playing
longevity,
have
matched Lou Gehrig. the
revered
Iron
Horse of
baseball.
The two Oakland Raiders
veterans have played in 190
consecutive regular season
games, covering almost 14
complete seasons Gehrig's
record of 2.130 straight
, games for the New York
Yankees -1925-39--also added
up to nearly 14 full seasons
1 don't think you can
compare Ihe records." says
the
35-year-old
Otto.
"Playing baseball can't be
near the strain on a body
that football is.
"Pro football is a lot
tougher today than it was 14
years ago. too. We have
more exhibition games, and
if you're with a winner.
there are more playoff
games than there used to be

Soccer
For the second straight
week, the Bowling Green
soccer team is rated first in
the 39-leam Ohio Collegiate
Soccer Association poll.
Cleveland State held on to
Ihe second spot and Akron
remained third.
The Falcons closed their
regular season with a 9-1
record Tuesday as they beat
Toledo. 7-0.

"THOSE
games
don't
even
count
toward
the
record."
The 46-year-old Blanda
has appeared in 306 pro
games, not counting exhibitions and playoffs in a
career that started in 1949
with the Chicago Bears
"I'm proud of the record
But more than thai. I'm just
happy that I'm still able to
do well what 1 enjoy."' says
Blanda
He has kicked 16 field

BG bowlers to host
weekend matches
Sporting a 4-2 league
mark. Ihe University varsity
bowling learn will play host
to Kent State and Ohio
Northern Saturday at 11
am
The matches will be held
at the B(i Union's lanes.
Bowling Green's bowlers
opened their 197374 Ohio
Intercollegiate
Bowling
Conference
Northern
Division
campaign
last
Saturday at Kent
In the first set. the Falcon
bowlers swept the three

game series from Wocster.
Steve Winters rolled games
of 170. 189 and 198 and a 567
series to lead the Falcon
bowlers Other team scores*
were Doug Hepp. 556: Dave
Marty. 550: Chris Boren,
545. and Joe Krnc. 516
In the second set of
games,
BG
was overpowered by Toledo as toe
Rockets took the series, 3-1,'
Winters again topped the BG
bowlers with a Sal series.
Other learn scores were
Marty. 5S1;
Krnc,
IIS;
Hepp, 515, and Boren, 473,
■i -

THURSDAY IS STUDENT NIGHT

Adm. $1.00

apparently

Afghan hand-made leather,
embroidered Sheepskin lined
Coats and Vests
♦34.95 to »84.50

NOW...

WEEK!

THE PICTURE YOUR NEIGHBORS ARE TALKING ABOUT

WORLDLY GOODS

Might just turn out to be this year's sleeper and emulate the

WJI BAST WOOSTER ST.

Irunaway success of'BILLY JACK.":.

■

. ,..-..

across from Kohl Hall
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WALKING TALL

M k^ I kvW^ iv P64CE CORPS/LtSM

PEACE CORPS
and VISTA
(two parts of ACTION)

Announce the opening of new volunteer assignments in the
U.S. ;.nd 60 developing nations.
The Winter Training Cycle runs Jan. - Feb. • March, but you
MUST apply now to qualify.
Former volunteers will be on campus:

University Had
Nov. 14 - 15
Placement Office

JBL's
Aquarius 4
Don't let the quiet good looks fool you
Aquarius 4 started a revolution
It's a different sound, an everywhere
sound If you want to fill a room with sound,
not furniture, if you're even thinking about
4-channel sound, start here. $186.

cj.u.y.isj'JB

(Sign up NOW for interviews)
Especially needed are people with the following degrees
BUSINESS ADMIN.

CHEMISTRY

EDUCATION

NURSING

BIOLOGY

MATH.

"SOUND SPICIAUSTS"

Hours: 10* Mon. thru Frl.
10-5:30 Sat.
248 S. Moln SI.

<

goals in 18 attempts tats
year and hasn't missed an
extra point Blanda hasnl
played at quarterback since
last season but is confident
he could handle the passing
job if Coach John Madden
needed him
Former
Green
Bay
Packer lineman
I'unreel
Gregg, who retired in 1171,
held the old NFL record of
188
consecutive
games
which Otto and Blanda
broke Oct 28

— SALE —

Nov. 13 • 14 - 15
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"£"
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On the team bus, Hodgy
keeps everyone awake with
his
impersonations
of
Donald Duck
The Donald Duck talk is
something I picked up when
I was younger. I started it in
junior high school and I
didn't get a big audience for
it until I came up here," said
the Falcon booter
Hodge can be serious, and
when he talks about a game,
the players listen to him

"Yes.
I
hollered and
screamed after the first
loss, but that's not the
answer."
he
continued
"These players have pride I
felt I had to try to instill
confidence in them "

TRUTH

A
CLASSIC
COMEDY

only done with fun "

scores like we did. it's easy
to start wondering about
your ability

MUST

EXPERIMENT ■

.

ANOTHER Saint victory
Sunday would leave them
only one game behind the
Rams
in
the
Western
Division title race -the first
time
in
their six-year
history the Saints have
figured even remotely in the
race in any capacity save
that ol spoiler.
Why the turnabout?

But his season hasn't been
all thai bad He won the Bob
Hope
Desert
Classic,
breaking the longest victory
drought of his labled career
At one stage of the last
round he led the U.S. Open,
but drifted back to fourth
He challenged for the lead in
the
Hartford Open but
finished third He starred in
the American Kyder Cup
learns victory in Scotland
He s won 885,983
And. with Jack Nicklaus.
Tom
Weiskopf and Lee
Trevino among the missing,
he's one of the lop choices in
the World Open. It offers
(500.000 in total money, with
a record $100,000 to the
winner
The formal calls for 144
holes,
twice the usual
number and the longest
tournament on record

impersonations
and
imitations of comic cartoon
character.
Donald Duck,
bring laughs to the soccermen along the sidelines
during a game and also in
practice.
"It's a standard joke
behind the foreign impersonations."'
said
Hodge
"Since a lot of soccer is
affiliated
with
foreign
countries. I like to talk like a.
person
from
an
east
European country, but it's

M». 354 4322
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'Top twenty' MAC foes
collide for title at Kent
ByJackO'Breta
Executive Speris Editor
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The Mid-American Conference (MAC) will add a
new football wrinkle when
Kent Slate battles Miami at
Kent Saturday.
It will be the first time in
the history of the conference
two nationally-ranked
league members will meet
head-to-head
Miami Is
rated 17th in this week's
Associated Press major
college football rankings
Kent cracked the top twenty
for the first time ever this
week as the Flashes were
rated 19th in the nation
Both
teams
are

Tho

nationally-ranked

nationally-ranked

Miami

Saturday

Ha.h..
in

a

will

Miami leads the league in
defense, allowing the
opposition 183 yards per
game The Redskins are
among the nation's leaders
in total defense
THE REDSKINS will be
seeking their first league
title since 1966 when they
tied Western Michigan for
the top spot A Miami
victory would equal the best
mark in the Redskins' 88year-old gridiron history of
nine victories. Miami posted
a perfect 9-0 mark in 1955
under the guidance of Ara
Parseghian
The Flashes will be out to
prove that last year's first

"S PORTS

place finish was not a fluke.
A Kent win would match the
best mark in the Flashes' 53year-old gridiron history of
eight triumphs. Kent had an
8-2 record in both 1940 and
MM
The Flashes' offense is led
by tailback Larry Poole and
quarterback Greg Kokal
Poole leads the team in
scoring with 11 touchdowns
and has gained 739 yards
rushing in 193 attempts
Kokal has completed 98 of
170 passes for 1.347 yards
and six touchdowns. Kent's
top receivers are flanker
Eddie Woodard with 24

catches for 310 yards and
split end Gerald Tinker with
24 grabs for 4S9 yards
Miami's defense has
allowed
only
five
touchdowns all season and
one in the last five games.
The Redskins' defensive
leaders are middle guard
Brad Cousino and linebacker
Mike Monos Cousino has 78
solo tackles and 75 assists
and has sacked the opposing
quarterback 25 times for a
minus 125 yards this season
Monos has made 81 solo
tackles and assisted on 80
others

The BG Ne

Kent Slat, back Dan Walkim iw..p. around Ml and lor a
44-yard touchdown ramp in Kent's victory ovor Marshall last
Saturday.

undefeated in league action.
Miami has an 8-0 overall
record and a 4-0 conference
mark. The Redskins are one
of seven major college
football teams that remain
unbeaten and untied. Kent
has a 7-1 season slate and a
3-0 league record.
The Flashes' lone defeat
was a 17-9 loss to San Diego
State on the coast. In
addition, Kent is the
defending MAC champion
Saturday's clash pits the
top offensive and defensive
teams in the conference
against each other Kent is
the MAC total offensive
leader, gaining an average
of 390 yards per game

battlo

Mid-Amorican

Conference showdown at Kent.
Thursday, November I. 1973

10

Kenny White

Footer's mobility necessary
A long-limbed figure sat wearily on a stool in front ol his
dressing cage periodically taking a sip of a cool drink while
pondering the present and future after a so-so performance
in the cagers fourth scrimmage
. His performance was no great shake-10 points and II
boards-but when you're a 7-foot basketball player, like
Mark Cartwright. certain demands are made of you as soon
as a basketball touches your hand

i
Mark Glover
Sophomore line
shows maturity
The latest act tearing them up on the ice is called "Nagai.
Stewie and Woody "
Leading off the show is Ihe soft-spoken Rich Nagai. who
lets his stick handling do Ihe talking for linn John
I "Stewie "I Stewart adds his humorous antics and some
passing wizardry as well
ROUNDING out the trio is Bruce t "Woody" I Woodhouse,
whose goal production is always a crowd plcaser
The three men make up the sophomore front line for Use
Howling Green hockey team The name ol their art is called
offense.
The three sophomores came into this season with some
red-hot reviews from last year's campaign The most
memorable performance was in the Central Collegiate
Hockev Association tCCHA) playoffs which HG won last
March
In the final game against Ohio State. Nagai hail lour
assists. Woodhouse tallied four goals and Slewarl added six
point.c The line clicked in the contest to run up a margin of
8-1 over Ihe Buckeyes, quite an accomplishment for three
freshmen
% A fate that occurs all too often after a phenomenal
; freshman campaign is known as the sophomore swoon
; This disease, common to many athletes, results in drab play
Iricomparison In a fine rookie year
If any such tendencies were expected ol Ihe sophomore
line this year, they were certainly dispelled in last
weekend s opener againsl the University ol Guclph
STEWART, Woodhouse anil Nagai looked as hot as they
did against Ohio State In fact, it was hard to tell any
difference
In the two Falcon romps 110-0 Friday and 11 -0 Saturday),
the second-year offensive line combined for a total of 18
points
Woodhouse collected a hat trick (three goals i Friday
night and Nagai did the same the following evening
Stewart ended the series with six assists
So much for the sophomore swoon" theory
If the Guelph series is any indication of things to come,
the line is in the process ol starting their sophomore
surge
It was evident last weekend that the passing and execution
of all three players was improved over last season Part ol
this is coach Ron Mason's doing He runs so many execution
drills in practice, that 1 imagine Stewart. Woodhouse and
Nagai pass the puck around in their sleep at nighl
The improvement also is due to something no coach can
buy or drill into your head-maturity A year of varsity
competition does wonders
The maturity of the sophomore line should provide the
Falcon icers with some line play on the circuit this year
Perhaps more important, the young men provide a solid
nucleus for future BG teams

MR. ED'S
PIZZA
PUB

CARTWRIGHT is Ihe 7 foot Illinois Skyscraper" who
I r anslei i I'd Irom Ihe University of Maryland two years ago
This year, he is in Ihe spotlight as Ihe instant remedy to all
the hoopsters' ills as they attempt to capture the MidAmerican Conference crown this season
After three scrimmages, Cartwright led the squad in
total points with 62 and is second in total rebounds with 35
In the 40-minute outing last Saturday, Cartwright hooped 18
points and grabbed 21) boards
These figures may not impress many people because of
his height However, there is a lot more to the gentle giant
who is trying to make a comeback after a two-year absence
Yesterday's production shows that he's every bit human
"I JUST Started, playing a week ago pretty good."
Cartwright said while pulling his sinks off slowly "It was
just tough out there today because 1 could not get use to
playing Ihe lorward position."
W>th three weeks elapsed in pre season camp, coach Pal
Haley has started constructing what could be three-fifths of
his starling unit
Yesterday's frontcourt consisted of 6'8" Cornelius Cash at
one forward. 6 10" Skip Howard at the pivot and Cartwright
handling the opposite wing position
Now a frontcourt consisting of those throe players may be
enough to make any coach relish the idea of playing anyone
in a game of basketball, even UCLA.
THERE .ire definite problems with playing such a big
Iront line The main question mark is the mobility of the
three.

This is where Cartwnght's value is questioned at the
forward spot since his natural position is in the pivot where
less movement is required
"We played fairly good defense out there," Cartwright
explained while including his other two cohorts "My
problem was that 1 got lackadaisical on defense and 1 was
not concentrating on guarding my man like I should have
been doing "
COACH HALEY, who shows no immediate qualms over
(artwright's offensive ability is stressing the fact that his
defense must become sound before the team's Dec. 1
engagement with Mac-Murray
"Since he now knows what's expected of him he's now
playing better. "'Waley said" "The main thing we are trying
to teach him is to go out on the floor and guard somebody "
Since most seven-footers are in the habit of standing
under the bucket, this extra mobility just may be the
formula which could make Cartwright one of the league's
top players in all phases
"JUST the fact alone that he is 7-foot makes up for a lot of
other things," Haley explained "In the beginning he had a
few problems adjusting to our style and he's come around
but defensively, he's got a lot to learn "
Chances are though with three weeks remaining in camp
the transition for Cartwright may not be that hard to absorb
He has the abilitv to score at will because as Haley says.
"He's 7-foot
The real challenge for Cartwright is to become more
mobile and versatile because then he alone will create
numerous problems for opposing players as well as coaches

Swami says:
BG over Eastern Michigan by 7
Kent over Miami by 1
Ohio over Cincinnati by 14
Toledo over Marshall by II
Western Michigan over Ball St. by 21
Ohio State over Michigan Sute by tl
Michigan over Illinois by 27
Notre Dame over Pitubnrg by 13
Penn St. over North Carolina St. by (
Colorado over Kansas by II
'*»****** tttf ft*****************************
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Junior defenseman Roger
Archer begins his third
season of varsity competition for the Falcon
hockey team
Archer, a native of Sarina.
Ontario, was voted all
Central Collegiate Hockey
Association iCCHA)
defenseman during the 197273 campaign He also was
voted to the CCHA tournament team for his defensive
contributions in last year's
ii lay ol l s i won by the
Falcons)
He remains the only
player in the history of the
CCHA to be voted to the
three all CCHA teams
Archer also holds the
dubious record of season
penalty time. 94 minutes

r Archer

A woman's word

Hockey action too good to pass up
By Fran Drag
It was hawkin' cold last Friday and Saturday nights and
Ihe temptation to stay at home was great But being Ihe
hockey fan 1 am and having paid $5 for a season pass. I
trucked on out to the icehouse to watch the 1973-74 Falcon
hockey loam do its sluff
Last year. I sat on Irash cans behind the fence right
behind the crease so I could be on top of the action This
year, a sign from the management warned me about the
danger ol the temporary fencing behind the goals
So I took a seat in Ihe stands and I must admit 1 was glad
Numerous limes throughout the weekend series, the
checking of players on the boards caused the fencing to give
way
The action brought Ice Arena maintenance men running to
Ihe scene with hammers and nails for a quick repair job.
The badly beaten fence must have resembled some of our
players after their encounters with Guelph
The encounters with Guelph were numerous, swift, fast
and fierce 1 was really surprised to see a fight only after a
few minutes of playing time I felt that the Guelph and BG
players had just too little time on the ice to get on each
others nerves.
BUT BOTH teams were high and their excitement set the
spectators on lire The ice broke and the Falcons knew they
had a following Guelph players didn't know what to expect
1 was amazed at captain Mike "Bronco" Hartley s actions
since he appeared so calm and quiet last year when on the
ice This year he swings just as hard as the next guy
And then there was Al Leitch. who last year was
constantly in the penalty box for something, tripped by a

Guelph player and just laying on the ice looking up at the
referee
Happenings during the two games will never cease to
amaze me I had never seen a game where the goalies look
part in the action, but I can still see Don Boyd skating out of
the crease to meet his opponent on mid-ice
My idea of a goalie was fixed last year with Terry
Miskolczi 1 remember one game when he jumped up. sat on
the goal and watched his teammates fight it out More
commonly, he would lean disgruntedly on his slick or just
skate around the rink
Upon observing Sarachman. I concluded he tends goal like
Cleveland Crusader Gerry Cheevers He works out of the
crease I must admit his method is successful After all.
Cheevers is making a million dollars a year with the very
same technique
All this talk about goalies leads to Roger Archer, an
answer to a goalie's prayer if ever there was one Archer
helps the goaltender by placing his body in front of an
oncoming puck traveling at tremendous speeds to thwart
the goal and freeze the puck
Despite the fighting, the game continued and the fans
watched every move the team made Fortunately, the team
made many fine moves
Bruce Woodhouse and Bob Dobek were in their glory withhat tricks in Friday's game. In Saturday night's contest,
Richard Nagai. last year's most gentleman-like player,
showed a gentleman could score with three goals. He
dedicated the hat trick goal to his mother who was in the
stands
THE TWO freshmen goalies. Mike Liut and Al
Sarachman, showed just what they could do and gained the

crowd's confidence immediately Both had some mighty
fine saves.
I think it is neat when the goalie skates up to Archer and
hits his pads as a sign of thanks I also await the hockey
game when the announcer will say "saves in the first period
by Bowling Green's Roger Archer..."
During both games, the goaltending duties for Guelph
were extreme It seemed BG s offensive lines could do no
wrong
My own personal law of averages-If you keep shooting
something has to go in sometime '-was working in full
force. BG stickers kept putting the puck over the red line for
21 goals.
The defensive squad executed some fine body checks and
stick handling
The most exciting aspect was watching the defense
conduct penalty killing plays I always think of them as
playing "keep away" and daring the opponents to just try
and get the puck
When any attempt is made to recover it. it is quickly
w nked down the rink and the opposing team must chase it.
After all, BG players have no use for it unless they have
plans for a short-handed goal.
Although the Falcons did play short-handed due to disqualifications during the Guelph series, they did not seem to
be hurting. The team, putting forth a great effort and a
great display of hockey skills, showed itself to be a winning
team.
So despite the bitterness of the weather and the long walk
from Offenhauer Towers to the icehouse. I will be in the
stands rooting the team oo-hopefully to victory.
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